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The Liberty Boys' Fierce Retreat
I

-·OB-

DRIVEN OUT OF MANHATTAN
By HARRY MOORE
CHAPTER L
THE YOUNG PATRIOT AND THE TORY F.AltMER.

It was the month of August, 1776.
The British fleet were at Staten Island.
Long Island was threatened, and New York itself was not
out of danger.
The British were momentarily expected to land troops at
Gravesend, on the south shore of the island.
The American troops under General Greene occupied that
part of the island where Brooklyn now lies.
General Washington was greatly alarmed over the situation of affairs, and was in constant communicatio u with one
or another of the leaders.
General Greene was suddenly taken violently ill and confin ed to his bed.
The command then devolved upon General Sullivan.
General Mifflin, Lord Stirling, Colonels Cadwallader, Smallwood, Haslet and Hand and other patriot leaders were on the
island, the main encampment being about a mile beyond the
village of Brooklyn.
The village stood on a peninsula formed by the inlets of
W allabout Bay on the north and Gowanus Cove on the south.
A line of intrenchment s and strong redoubts extended
across the neck of the peninsula from the bay to a swamp and
creek emptying into the cove.
To protect the rear of the works from the enemy's ships,
a battery h11d been erected at Red Hook, the southwest corner
of the peninsula, and also a fort on Governor's Island, nearly
opposite.
Owing to the extent of Long Island it was well nigh impossible to prevent the landing of the enemy.
A watch could be l\ept, however, and warning given, and
the shore fro~ Gowanus Cove all along beyond Jamaica was
patroled by tne patriots.
There were Tories on the island, and as these were known
to bave given information to the enemy, those who were suspected were carefully watched.
One hot afternoon, at this time, two boys attired in the
ordinary clothes of farmers' sons were walking near the
mouth of Gowanus Creek.
They seemed to have no particular business on hand, stopping now and then to pick field daisies or early goldenrods,
or to snap off the heads of thistles with their light switches.
A few fishing smacks lay at anchor in the cove, and there
were boats run up on the bank of the creek or moored to
stakes on sl;i.ore.
Not far away was a low, rambling house which showed
evidences of thrift on the part of its owner, and in the field
adjoiI}i'ng it men were at work.
A little child of four or five years was at play near the
creek, and a woman in the doorway of the house was presumably keeping watch that no harm came to it.
The air was hot and still, and a Sabbath day calm seemed
to rest over all, the water having scarcel y a ripple, and the
aaila of the amack.s hanging limp and motionless.

"There does not seem to be any sign of them yet, Dick,"
said one of the boys, dressed in gray homespun, coarse woollen
hose and a cocked hat.
"No, there does not, Bob, although they would scarcely
land here."
"But if they had started, we would see them from this
point."
"Surely; and it may be that they will land at night, as lookouts will be posted from Red Hook to Jamaica and beyond."
At this moment a shrill scream arose from the bank of the
creek.
.
The child at play there had ventured too near and slipped
or rolled down the banl!: into the deep water.
The boy called Dick ran down at once and sprang into one
of the boats moored there.
In a moment the child came to the surface and began to
scream lustily.
Reaching far over, at the risk of upsetting the ·boat, Dick
caught the short skirts of the child and drew it toward him. •
Then he lifted it out of the water and, stepping from the
rocking boat, walked up the bank.
The woman in the doorway and two of the men at work
came hurrying to the spot.
The woman arrived first and, snatching the child from
Dick's arms, proceetled to administer a hearty spanking.
"You naughty girl, I told you to be careful," she said, excitedly, "and now you've got your clothes all wet and muddy
in the creek, you naughty child."
Alternately spanking and scolding, but saying nothing to
Dick, the woman made her way toward the house.
One of the men met her and stopped to talk to her.
"I just won't let her play near the creek again," the woman
said. "First thing we know she'll be drowned."
"But you s~w her in time to pull her out."
"There! I never thanked the boy who did it; but it's all
your fault, you naughty child," and the excited woman thereupon administered another spanking.
"Who was it, one of those boys going along the creek?"
"Yes, one of them, but I don't know which. Give him a
dollar and tell him-- And all that expense for you, you
naughty girl!" with a vigorous slap.
The woman went on, while tbe man hurried after Dick and
Bob.
Dick's wet clothes showed him to be the rescuer, and the
farmer said to him:
"I thank your promptness, young sir. You saved my baby's
life. The tide is setting out, there is no one about, and she
would have been lost only for you."
"I am thankful to have been in the neighborhood ," said
Dick, simply.
"You don't live hereabouts? I don't remember your face."
"No; I am visiting in the neighborhood . I live in Westchester."
"Any kin to the Suydams, Lotts, Leffertses or Rapeljes ?"
"No, to none of them."
"Visiting the. Luquers or Bergene, perhaps 'l"
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"No. I trust that the child is not injured beyond a wetting? There is no danger of fever or chill, I suppose·?"
·"No, I guess not. Of course you are not one of those
young r ebels encamped farther up the creekT You do not
wear the rebel uniform."
Dick had been cautious about giving his name, for he was
a stanch patriot and did not know what the farmer might be.
He was, in fact, the captain of that very band of young
"rebels" of whom the farmer had spoken so disrespectfully.
"I have taken measures to oust the impudent young ruffians," the farmer continued, "and when our troops land, as
I trust they will shortly--"
"The king's troops are expected to land here 7" asked Dick,
without undue excitement.
"Well, no, not h~re, I suppose, but they will land somewhere hereabouts, and then these saucy young varlets calling themselves the Liberty Boys, will have to decamp, as well
as the other rebels."
"When do _you expect the king's troops to land?" asked
Dick. "I am greatly interested."
He was indeed, for not only was he the captain of the Liberty Boys, but he had been charged by General Washington
to k eep a watch on the bay and report the first appearance
of the enemy at once.
Other Liberty Boys, in disguise, like himself and Bob Estabrook, his first lieutenant, were stationed alongshore, some as
far as Jamaica Bay.
"That I do not rightly know," the farmer answered. "The
rebels would like to know, no doubt, so that they can escape in
good season."
"Yes, no doubt," and Dick turned to go, seeing that there
was nothing more to be learned.
Bob had gone on, and was now out of sight behind a cluste1
of trees.
"You are a .loyal subject, of course," the farmer said. "I
should hate to think I was indebted to a rebel."
"And yet :you would rather a rebel should have saved your
child than slie would drown ? "
"I suppose so; but it would be a great mortification to know
that I was under obligations--"
"Good day, and I trust that your baby will suffer no inconvenience from her wetting."
Then Dick walked on, joining Bob presently and saying:
"The fellow is a rank Tory, Bob, and we must change our
quarters."
CHAPTER II.
AN IMPORTANT DISCOVERY.

"Change our quarters, say you, Dick?" echoed Bob.
"Yes; the Tory has already sent information to the enemy
of our presence on the creek and expects to have us ousted."
"The position is a good one."
"Yes; but it is not the only one, Bob."
"Very true. The farmer does not know that you are Dick
Slater, then?"
"No; and I was very cautious not to tell him."
"Still, he thanked you for saving the little girl?"
"Yes, but said that he would hate to be under obligations
to a r ebel."
"The narrow-minded fool!" sputtered Bob, who was a very
outspoken boy. "That's nothing less than bigotry."
"Very true, Bob."
.
"Did you learn anything else, Dick?" Bob asked.
"Only that the British troops are going to land on the
island; but we already suspected that."
"So we did. It was just as well that we were in disguise,
then."
"Yes, for there are many Tories about."
The two boys walked for some little distance rlo:ng the
shores of the cove.
At length they saw a boy on horseback coming toward
them.
He rode a big gray horse and was dressed much the same
as were the others.
Reaching them, he dismounted and said:
"There are no signs of the enemy as far as I have been,
Dick."
"Did you hear anything, Mark?" asked Dick.
The boy on the gray horse was Mark Morrison, second lieutenant of the Liberty Boys.
•
"Yes; the people expect the troops to land shoi$ly."
"'They are mostly Tories 'l"
•

"Yes."
"They don't know just where the ships will put in, I suppose?"
"No; and I don't believe they .know."
"Very likely not. Were you going to the camp?"_
"Yes."
"Tell the boys to get ready to go to other quarters."
"Very good."
Mark then rode on, and Dick and Bob proceeded.
They had gone some distance farther when they saw two
boys come running out of a little house not far from the
road.
They were pursued by an angry woman with a broom in
her hands who was belaboring one of them, a fat German
boy, with the handy weapon.
Then the other, who seeme4 to be Irish, took it away from
her, saying:
"Shure an' dhat's too harud woruk entoirely for yez,
ma'am, an,' it do shpoil yer foine compliction altogether."
"Don't you dare to talk to me, you rebel!" the woman
panted. "Just you wait till my husband--"
"An' have yez a husband, ma'am? Shure an' Oi'd not tink
dhat anny man wor good enough for yez."
"You just wait till he comes. He'll be good enough for
you, you rebel I Th~ idea of two rebels daring to come into
my house! I'll fix you, though. Hallo, young sirs!"
The woman now hailed Dick and Bob, who had approached.
"What is it, ma'am?" asked Dick.
.
"I want you to thrash these two rebels. They had the impudence to enter my house."
.Dick gave . the Irish boy a peculiar look and asked:
"Did they create a disturbance?"
"No, but they're rebels, and--"
"Did they insult you?"
"No, but they're rebels-"
"They are already out of your house and not likely to enter
it again, so I really don't see why I should interfere."
"Yes, but they're rebels; they told me so, and-- Hal
here he comes! Now we'll see!"
An undersized, meek little man now appeared coming down
the road.
He was much smaller than the woman, and not as big as
any of the four boys, in fact.
"Come here, Thomas Henry Tilyou," said the woman. "I've
been insulted in my own house."
"Now see here," said the little man mildly to Dick, "you
mustn't do that, you know. I really shan't allow it."
"Not him, the Irishman," said the woman.
"Now see here, my lad--"
"Patsy Brannigan is me name. Phwat can Oi do for yez?
Yer mother is a foine luckin' woman, but Oi'd niver--"
"Mother, sir? The lady is my wife! Now don't you know
that you must not insult ladies?" said the little man. "I
shall have to chastise you if you do."
"Yoil two fellows had better go on," said Dick, giving Patsy·
a peculiar look. "You have created disturbance enough."
"All right, sor. A nod is as good as a wink to a bloind
horse. Come on, Dootchy."
Patsy and Carl returned to Gowanus Creek, and Dick and
Bob continued on their way.
. They presently came across two of the Liberty Boys restmg under a tree.
::Have you heard anything, boys?" askeCl Dick.
From what I can gather," answered one of the boys, whose
name was Harry Thurber, his companion being called Harry
Judson, and a great chum of his, "the enemy may be expected to-night."
"But there is nothing positive?"
"Well, these Tories seem to think there is," answered the
other Harry, "but that may be because they wiih it."
"Remain here till after dark," said Dick, "and then come
in. Your horses are handy?"
"Yes, quite."
"You are not suspected?"
"No."
"Very good."
\
Dick and Bob then returned to the camp on Gowanus
Creek, which they reached shortly before sunset.
Soon after dark the camp was dismantled without noise
or bustle, and the Liberty Boys went on rapid but silent
march to the neighborhood of Gravesend.
·
Thi;y were a~l well mounted ~nd made rapid progress, so
that m somethmg over an hour after their departure from
one camp they were installed in another.
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"Don't fire till I give the word, boys," said Dick, "and
make every shot tell. "
Dick Slater was a born leader, and the Liberty Boys had
every confidence in him.
Bob Estabrook and Mark Morrison were able lieutenants
and seconded Dick most v,,aliantly.
The L:berty Boys knew that war was no child's play,
and made up theil' minds from the very start that they
must fight and fight their very best.
On came Cornwallis with the British and Hessians, confident of being able to carry the pass without difficulty.
Cornwallis was always boastful of his ability, although
he had not yet had the taste of the Americans' quality which
he was to have in later months and years.
On he came, but soon found that the pass was not to be
carried so easily.
CHAPTER III.
The Liberty Boys had the advantage of being in the
pass and covered by Hand's riflemen on the . wooded hills.
A PLUCKY DEFENSE.
"Hold your ground, boys," said Dick. "Don't advance; but
It did not take Dick Slater long to satisfy himself that don't fall back till you have to."
The brave fellows had dismounted and now filled the
the British ships were actually coming up the bay.
· He set off at once on his black horse, whose match for mouth of the pass in a solid formation.
On came the British and Hessians, and many a brave
speed he had never seen, and made his way post-haste to
heart might have quailed at the sight of that ·gallant array.
General Sullivan's quarters.
Not so the Liberty Boys.
He fairly flew along the deserted road, for he knew that
They were there to hold the pass, and they meant to
eveFy moment was precious.
ith his Pennsylvania riflemen was sta- do so.
Colonel Hand
At lr..st Dick, mounted on Major and overlooking the field,
tioned at Gravesend, but word must be got to the general
gave the word.
/
at once.
"Now then, my brave fellows, fire."
Down the deserted roads and through lonely lanes he rode
Crash-roar!
at top speed, taking short cuts where he could and making
Out blazed the one hundred muskets of the Liberty Boys.
every moment of account.
Then a tremendous cheer echoed the crash of the disReaching the general's quarters after a hard rid_e, he
·
charge and rang through the hills.
asked to see the commander at once.
"Liberty forever! Down with the redcoats and Hessians!
"Tell him that the enemy are making ready to land at
Hurrah!"
Gravesend," he said to the orderly.
Well might even Cornwallis's army hesitate at such a moIn a short time he was admitted to the general's pres~
ment.
ence.
The boys were supplied with pistols in addition to mus"I am Dick Slater, of the Liberty Boys, general," he
said. "Th~ British ships are now making ready to land kets.
They now, at the word, sent in a rattling pistol volley
troops at Gravesend."
which was quite as effective as the other.
"Colonel Hand and his riftemen are posted there?"
Hand and his riflemen had not been idle meanwhile.
"Yes."
They made a gallant defense, and there were many gaps
"Tell Hand to make as brave a defense as they can and
in the ranks of the enemy.
.
to hold the passes."
Cornwallis had been ordered not to risk an attack should
"I will do so. general."
"Give him ali the assistance you can with your Liberty the pass be occupied, and he ·therefore shortly \,w ithdrew
·
and took post in the village of Flatbush.
Boys."
The Liberty B9YS had acquitted themselves manfully and
"We will, general."
'
After receiving a few general directions, Dick set out upon the he<trtiest praise was given them.
They received alt this with becoming modesty, however,
·
,,,
his return.
had only do:ne thefr duty and did
He met with no adventure on the way back, and delivered for they knew that they
not expect nraise for that.
his message to Colonel Hand as soon as he arrived.
It was ev'idently the aim of the enemy to force the lines
The colonel knew of the coming of the enemy by this
at Brooklyn and v,et possession of the heights.
time and gave Dick high praise for his promptness.
If they succeeded in this, New York would be at their
The Liberty Boys joined Colonel Hand in the early mornmercy.
ing, prepared to resist the advance of the enemy.
Already the people were in a panic, and many of them
The Br'.tish were landing, but Dick dashed forward at
the head of his brave boys, fired a volley or two and then had gone to the country. .
It was even rumored that, should the Americans retreat
retreated to the lines.
The enemy hfl<i their artillery and opened fire upon the from New York, permission would be given to any one to
Americans, but Hand retreated and set fire to .several stacks set it on fire.
There was no truth in the rumor, however and Washof wheat and other stores to prevent their being captured.
Hanel retreated to a chain of wooded hills commanding infftoi: himself was at pains to assure the citY convention
the central road leading from Flatbush, Dick Slater and the that it was unfounded and without any authority from
him.
Liberty Boys holding the pass.
The enemy having retired, means were now taken to p1·eThe British had landed nine thousand men with forty
vent their advance.
pieces of artillery.
A \Yatch was kept upon the central ~ro ad, and a strong
Sir Henry Clinton had the chief command and led the
redoubt was thrown up in front of the pass to check the
first division.
His associate officers were Earls Cornwallis and Percy advance of the enemy from Flatbush.
Another road leading from Flatbush to Bedford, by which
and Generals Grant and Sir William Erskine.
The enemy having landed, Cornwallis was despatched to the enemy might get around to the left of the works at
Brooklyn, was guarded by two re::;iments.
Flatbush.
The Liberty Boys having now a -ch:i,nce to rest, for a t ime,
The rest of the army extended itself through Utrecht and
at least, Dick determined to do some I work as a spy.
Gravesend to the village of Flatlands.
He had already made himself famous in that line.
Corn·walli s, with two battalions of light infantry, Count
General Washington himself had employed him upon more
Donop's Hessians and six field pieces, advanced rapidly.
The Liberty Boys were about to meet the flower of the than onP Pecret mission, and he had given entire satisfaction
Briti3h army, and a force of soldiers of fortune who made in all of them.
Disguising himself as an ordinary farmer boy of the
war a pastime.
The plucky youths had not long been organized, but they neighborhood, he made his way through the lines cautiously
had joined the cause heart and soul and were resolved and approached the village.
There was a wayside tavern not far away where, d~
to do their best.

Later that night, when everything was dark and still,
Dick Slater, mounted on a splendid black Arabian whom
he called Major, rode along the shores of Gravesend Bay.
Listening intently for any sound, no matter how slight,
he rode up and down, looking out across the water and noting everything.
It was quite late when, peering sharply across the bay
and listening intently, Dick soon heard the sound of approaching ships, and then mude them out dimly in the gloom
of the night.
"The British are coming!" he said.

'
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Strolling along quietly, he took note of different roads
and got a good general idea of the place and of nooks
wherein to hide in case he had to get away in a hurry.
At length he reached the camp of the redcoats, if camp
it could be called.
They had taken possession . of a number of houses, made
themselves comfortable in a shady grove and put up a number of tents.
Approaching that part of the village which could be called
the British camp, Dick was stopped by a sentry.
Assuming a simple look, Dick said:
"How do? What you puttin' that thing in front o' me
fur? I don't want it."
"You can't pass," growled the soldier, who had put hia
musket across Dick's breast.
"How's a feller goin' ter git home then, I'd like ter know?"
"Go around. You can't pass here," with a growl.
"Huh! S'pose they's sogers everywberes I want ter go?
How'm I goin' ter get home?"
"Get a pass."
"That's what I want ter do, but yer won't lemme get
a past."
"Well, go on, but if you're going to be dodging back
and forth all the time you'll have to get permission. That's
a pass."
"Ain't ergoin' ter keep dodgin' back an' forth. Yer hai».'t
seed me erfore, have yer?"
"Go on!" growled the sentry, who did not think the seemingly stupid fellow before him capable of doing any harm.
Dick slouched on and at length found himself right among
the troops.
He could learn nothing from the talk of many, which was
only personal and did not interest him.
CHAPTER IV.
There was a group of o:lficers in the front dooryard of a
roomy old house built in the Dutch style.
A FRIEND AlMONG ENEMIES.
They were sitting on benches under the trees or on the
~
I
doorstep.
There was instant confusion iia the taproom.
They were smoking long pipes and eating and drinking, but
Dick sprang to his feet.
"I told you I would not drink with you, you sot!" he said. they were talking also.
Their talk was not of their various escapades, but bad
The tipsy fellow sat on the floor with great force.
"But you'll drink with us, buttermilk, water or whatever to do with the present situation, and Dick desired to hear it.
you like?" asked one of the Tories.
How to do so without attracting suspicion was a question.
Entering at the gate under an arch of flowering vines,
::Not that toast in anything!" said Dick firmly.
What?" with a roar.
he passed up the walk toward the front door in the most un."I should expect to choke if I did. I do not drink to concerned manner.
1
kings, and above all, to such tyrant kings as George Third!"
"Well, my boy?" said an officer on the doorstep.
"Seize the rebel youth!"
"I want a drink o' water. I'm thet dry .I donno how ter
"Make him drink it!"
stand it. It's tarnation hot out in ther sun, I tell yer that!"
"Aye, and make him eat his words, the rebel!"
"Well, go in and ask for it," with a smile. "Wasn't the
The e~tire roomful surged toward Dick.
rear door good enough?"
The tipsy fellow got on his feet albeit somewhat un"I ain't a beggar. On'y beggars go ter back doors."
'
steadily, and said1
"Very good," and the officer laughed. "I shouldn't have
for
one
him
owe
I
"Let me at the rebel hound first of all.
you would have made such a nice distinction."
thought
me.•
the insult he has put upon
"Huh? Yas, 'tis a pooty nice position. 'Bout as good
that
Dick Slater did not lack in bravery, but he realized
as any in Flatbush, I guess."
just at this moment discretion was the better part of valor.
The officer laughed and Dick entered the house.
had
He would stand no chance with so many, for they
He met a young girl in the hall who looked at him inno idea of fair play, and would have set upon him in a body.
and asked:
He had taken note of the door when he had sat down, quiringly you
looking for any one, boy?"
"Were
and he now made use of it.
"I would like a glass of water, if you please," said Dick
"One at a time, you bullies, or even two, or three, if I
simply.
can have my pick, but not all together."
"Oh, that is easily done. You look warm. Won't you take
"Seize the rebel! Make him drink to the ki11.g and then
a seat?"
duck him in the pond!"
"Thank you," and Dick seated himself on a little hassock
Then the whole riotous company made a rush.
Qut at the door 1lew Dick, closing it and turning the key near the door. paid no attention to him and went on with
The officers
m the lock.
Out by a rear door, while· the angry Tories were making their atalk.
short time the girl returned . with a glass of water
In
their way to the front, he ran, and was soon co:acealed by
just from the well.
the pump and water trough.
Dick arose and took it from her hand.
"Quite a lively time," he laughed. "Truly they were a
"Thank you," he said simply. "Got company?"
brave lot, a dozen or twenty to one boy!"
"Yes, and company I have little regard for."
Secreting himself behind a bush in the tavern garden he
Dick shot a quick glance at the girl.
watched the discomfited Tories rush hither a.ad thither 'and
"You are not a Tory?" he asked in a low tone.
at length give up the chase.
"No, though some of us are."
Then, watching his opportunity, he. came out of his place
"You are a patriot?" leading her a little way from the
of concealment and walked leisureJy on.
"There's little to be learned there," he said to himself. "I door.
"Yes; but you?"
must get into the camp."
"Am one also. Sh I We must be careful. These men are
This was a daring thing to do, but Dick was a daring
fellow and took little thought of risk where gettin2' infor- my coU11.try's enemies. I wish to hear what they are talkinlf, about."
mation of the' enemy was concerned.
'Come into the front room. The blinds are drawn, but
There were pickets to be passed, but Dick had an idea
la.w this was to be accompliahed,, ud it did not trouble him. the willdows are opa.•

the lull in hostilities, the village folk were discussing the
situation over their pipes and pots.
Dick entered the place quietly and, having the appearance of a simple country boy only, attracted no attention.
He sat i,n a corner near a convenient door and called for
bread and cheese and a mug of buttermilk, the latter being
considered most refreshing of a hot day.
They were all Tories in the place, or, if there were those
who were not, they took no part in the discussion.
The talk was all in favor of the king, the ~rmy and the
British generals.
Everything American and patriotic was condemned, and
in no measured terms.
Dick paid no attention to the talk, taking 110 part in it
nor even seeming to be interested.
At last a boy of about his own age, who had been quaffing
ale without stint and talking very freely, came over to
where Dick sat and said thickly:
"Now, my lad, let's hear what you have to say. You're
a loyal subject, of course. Have a mug of old ale at my
expense. Hi, landlord, two pewters."
"I don't drink malt liquor," said Dick, "nor would I 011
a hot day were I in your place."
The pewters were brought.
"You'll drink with me, and you'll drink to the king. Now
then"!
The half drunken fellow put the pewter to Dick's lips
as he spoke.
In an instant Dick seized it and threw the contents in
the toper's face.
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The girl led the way, and Dick sat close to the window
where he could hear everything.
"You are a spy?" the girl asked in a whisper.
"Yes. I can trust you, I know. I am the captain of the
Liberty Boys."
"Your gallant boys made a brave defense of the pass
yonder ea1·Iier in the day."
"We did our duty," proudly.
"I wish my brother were like you, but he is a rank Tory,
and worse."
"I am sorry for that."
"It is a house divided against itself. My father and I
and a younger brother are patriots, while my mother, an
elder brother and a sister a re rank Tories."
"That is strange, and yet not without precedent."
The conversation of the officers was rambling enough for
Dick to follow and yet pay attention to his young hostess.
Every now and then the redcoats would say something
which interested him, and at such times he would give the
girl a warning look and pay all attention to the officers.
They were both so interested that they did not notice
the entrance of some one into the front yard.
The blinds were drawn, Dick could not see out.
He heard some one push open the gate, but concluded
it was another redcoat.
Then he heard a step on the stair outside and in the
hall, and in another moment the door was pushed open.
Dick's eyes had become accustomed to the subdued light,
and he saw the newcomer before the latter saw him.
•
To his consternation he recognized the tipsy fellow he
had met in the tavern.
"Hallo, sis, why aren't you making yourself agreeable
to- Oh, I beg pardon; I did not see you had company.
Excuse me."
The young fellow made his way. unsteadily out of the
room, and the girl said:
"That is my brother, I am sorry to say. He is one of the
Tories. I wish that were all!"
"I know," said Dick. "I have met him. He must not
see me, for he knows me for a patriot."
"Then he shall not."
·

CHAPTER V.
A LUCKY ESCAPE.

The girl arose and turned the k ey in the lock.
There was another door to the room, however.
As she glided toward this to secure it her brpther entered.
In his half tipsy condition he seemed to forget that he
had already been in the ·room.
"Hallo,'' he said. "What you got it so dark for?"
He walked unsteadily toward the front of the room with
the evident intention of opening the blinds.
"Hallo, what's this?" he muttered, catching sight of Dick.
"Why, you saw him before. That's my company, don't
you know?"
"Certainly. Excuse me. Introduce me. How do, captain? Tell you what, we're going to lick the r ebels, aren't
we? We'll drive 'em off the island and out of the country.
Don't you think so?"
He sat heavily in a chair and began to talk confidentially
to Dick, whom he took for one of the British officers.
By degrees his eyes became accustomed to the subdued
light of the room.
Then, tiP$Y though he was, he began to realize that he
had seen Dick before and that he was not a redcoat.
"I know you," he muttered. "You're the boy who wouldn't
drink with me in the tavern and threw \ the liquor in my
face. You're a sneaking rebel spy, that's what you are!"
He essayed to rise, and would undoubtedly have given
the alarm.
Dick sprang upon him, pushed him back into his seat and
hissed:
"Not a word if you are wise. I've a knife here and can
thrust it into you and make no noise as a pistol would."
The young Tory struggled to gbt up and opened his mouth
to shoqt.
Dick I clapped his hand over the fellow's mouth, turned
him over upon his face on the little sofa where he sat and
buried his nose in the cushions.
"Stay there, you fool, and behave yourself," said Dick,.
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The young fellow kicked and struggled for a few moments, when Dick sat on him and said:
"Keep still or you'll be sorry."
The other ceased to struggle simply because he could not,
and presently began to breathe deeply and then to snore.
Meanwhile the officers had risen, some of them had left
and others simply strolled about the grounds.
"You may unlock the door," said Dick quietly. "Your
brother is asleep. I can learn no more, anyhow."
/ Then he got up, turned the tipsy fellow on his back and
left him asleep.
"I am obliged to you, miss,'' he said. "You have done me
a great service. Some day I trust that we may meet again."
"I am ·v ery glad to have been of assistance to the cause
of independence,'' the girl answered, "and I hope that we
shall meet at some future time when our prospects are
brighter than they are at present."
Dick then took his leave, passing through the dooryard
without interruption.
He had learned much and had found a friend.
"If we ever do meet again,'' he thought, "I can be sure
of her assistance."
He was passing the tavern where he had had his adventure when several men came out.
Some of them had been there at the time he hl:J.d ·made
his escape.
These at once recognized him.
"Hallo, there's the young rebel! Stop him!" they cried.
There was a horse tethered to a hitching-post in front
of a residence a short distance away.
There were redcoats on the village street and in the tavern.
"Rebel, rebel, seize the rebel!" yelled the Tories.
The redcoats in the tavern came running out.
Those on the streets came hurrying forward.
"He's a spy!" yelled the Tories.
Some of the redcoats had been in the dooryard of the
house Dick had ente1·ed:
\
They now recognized the supposed stupid boy they had
seen there.
''A spy, a spy!" echoed up and down the street.
Dick's position was most critical.
It was a time for instant action.
Making a sudden dash, he reached the hitching-post,
jumped upon the animal's back, s!il).ped the tether and sped
away like the wind.
Crack~crack.,--crack!

Bullets flew after him like hail, bu.t he lay along the
horse's neck and escaped injury.
The horse was not as fleet as Major, but none of his pursuers were mounted, and he got away safely.
When near the patriot lines he dismounted, turned the
horse's head toward home, slapped him on the flank and
started him off in the direction of the village.
"If that had been a redcoat's horse, I might have kept
him,'' he laughed, "but he was not, and he might belong to a
good patriot."
Then he made his way to his own camp, where the boys
all welcomed him, feeling sure that he had met with an
adventure.
.
He seldom went out that he did not, and so the boys were
always prepared to hear something interesting when he returned.
"Well, Dick, did anything happen when you were out?"
Bob asked.
"Several things," with a laugh.
"I was sure of it," said Mark. "Let us hear about them."
Dick related his adventures, the boys showing great interest.
"That was a plucky girl," said Harry Thurber. "I should
like to meet her."
It was not long to sunset now, and Patsy was busy getting supper for the boys, for he was the compan,Y cook, and
an excellent one at that.

CHAPTER VI.
DICK'S CLEVER RUSE.

The Liberty Boys spent the night in camp and were undisturbed by the enemy.
Dick set his pickets as usual, this being a precaution
which he never neglected.
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Whether they expected an enemy or not, the Liberty Boys
were always vigilant, for, as Dick said, it was always wise
1
to be .Prepared.
There was Iio alarm during the night, however.
The next day Dick put on a suit of gray with a round gray
hat and went into Flatbush.
He was not recognized, although a number of men, seeing
that he was a strange1·, looked at him closely.
He was neither questiOned nor detained, however, and
walked carelessly on.
Reaching the old Dutch house where he had been the day
before, he saw the girl cutting flowers in the front door
yard.
One or two officers stood near watching her, and Dick
could see two or three more iii. the front room where he had
been.
The girl looked up as he passed, but if she recognized
him did not appear to do so. ,
In a few minutes Dick met the girl's brot~er coming along
the street.
He was sober now, but his eyes looked dar)': and sunken,
and his /face had heavy lines on it, though be was but a
boy, like Dick himself.
He looked keenly at the young patriot and walked on.
"He suspects nothing," was Dick's thought.
Presently, however, he met a group of men whom he
had seen in the tavern.
One of these looked sharply at him and said:
"Well, young Broadbrim, what brings you here so early
in the morning 1•
,
"My feet, the same as thine have bl'Ought thee,'1 an·
swered Dick.
1
Some of the JX\an's companions laughed, but he said
sharply:
"One has got to be known to go about among loyal subjects these days. You don't belong in Flatbush."
"Is it not permitted, then, for one to walk except where
he is known to all 7" asked Dick qipetly.
"No, it is not, when there are so many suspicious characters abroad."
"I wonder thee has not been stopped then. I like not thy
face, neighbor."
The others laughed again, and the man said sharply:
"My face is known here and yours is not. I've a mind
to arrest you as-a suspicious person."
"I have an equal right to apprehend thee for the same
reason," quietly.
·
The man put his hand upon Dick to detain him.
Dick brushed it off and said:
:'.Take off thy hand, fellow. Thy touch is contamination."
By George, I'll arrest you whether you will or aot," the
man snarled, attempting to seize the boy.
Dick's fist shot out, took the man on the comer of the
jaw and staggered him.
"Verily, thee does not speak the truth," he said.
'.rhen he went on and passed between two houses standing close together.
The man raised a howl as he recovered himself aiad called
on the others to follow.
.
They darted down the lane between the two houses and
came upon a young man in black sitting on a garden bench
at the back of the house.
·
It was Dick, but the men did •ot· bow him.
Having a few moments to spare, he had turned his coat,
which was black on the other side.
The loosening of a buttoa here and there and the turJ1ing
of a fly made his breeches black.
He had a black cocked hat in an inller pocket of his coat,
and his appearance was changed in a few moments.
With his hair brushed forward, and a studious look upon
his face. he was not to be recognized as the same person
who had darted down the lane.
With his eyes bent upon a book in his hands, he looked
ten years older than the boy in gray for whom the Tories
were looking,
' "Pardon us, young sir," the leader said, '"but has a boy
in gray passed this way within a few moments?"
"Not that I have seen," , said Dick ill a solemn tone. "I
have little time to give to others."
"He was a Quaker lad, but makes scandalous use of his
fists."
"I have nothi11g to do with such. They are not of the
established church."
"Bui he came down the lane; we saw 111m.•
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"There are side doors· to both houses. Perhaps he has
gone into one or the other. No such person as you have
described has passed here."
"You take the house on the right, Gilbert; I'll take the
left," said the Tory hurriedly.
The party divided and in a few moments Dick was alone.
Then he quickly arose, passed through the garden, lightly
leaped a hedge at the rear and passed through a lane to
another street of the village.
"There are some times when it is of advantage to turn
one's coat," he said to himself.
He met redcoats and Tories, but heard nothing of importance, and gradually worked his way around to the old
Dutch house again.
The officers were not in the dooryard, and the girl had
gone also.
She presently appeared in the. doorway, however, and
Dick made her a swift &,ignal.
She came forward, 1looking somewhat puzzled and Dick
said:
"You do not know me."
"Why, yes, now I do, but I did not at first. Is it not
hazardous for you to be here ? "
"Not if no one knows me," with a smile. "I met your
brother just now, and he did not recognize me. I passed
here not long since, when you were cutting blossoms, and
you did not know me."
"I saw· no one but a Quaker lad."
"That was I," and Dick Sll\iled.
"But now you are in· black."
.~{:!~) was obliged to tum my c,o at hastily."
"There are no further movements of the enemyi that you
know of."
,."No; they · seem to l>e waiting."
"I am obliged to you for your assistance yesterday. I do
not know your name, however."
"I am Charity Wright, captain."
"Sh!" cautioned Dick, seeing the girl's brother in the
doorway. "Yes, this is a most desirable neighborhood to
prosecute my labors, miss, and I trust that I shall make
many converts."
The brother came forward as Dick walked away.
"Sniffling parson, eh?" the young Tory snarled.
"I
thought he might be a spy. There are many about, that
young rebel Slater among them."
"You are too suspicyms, brother Tom," said Cha1ity.
'"One cannot be too cautious these days, when one's own
relations take sides with the enemy."
"Yes, and I wish you were a patriot like the rest of us:"
"The rest of you are rebels, or some of you, at any rate,"
with a snarl. "You are the enemy, not I. Who was the
parson in black?"
"You heard what he said," quietly.
"H'm! He mij!.'ht be a spy, too, for all I know. I would
not trust a, parson any more than I would a rebel."
Charity went back to the house, and Tom strolled ofl'
toward the tavern where Dick had seen him the previous day.
Dick did not stop there, but went at once to the camp,
put on his uniform, jumped upon Major and rode off toward
Brooklyn at a gallop,
He ~eported what he had learned to the general and then
set off ·along shore to learn more.
/
1
The enemy had sent over more ships during the night. ·
Dick could not learn just how many troops had been landed,
however.
Looking across the bay toward f3taten Island, he could see
more ships ma~ing ready to set sail. .
"The enemy are evidently determined to get possession of
the island," he thought.
Leaming all he could, for the time, he returned to the
camp.
The next da.y Washington came from New York to look
over the ground.
He appointed General Putnam to the command, sent Lord
Stirling with a large force to Gowanus Creek and sent over
more troops.
'
Lord Stirling had mostly Southern troops under his command all being good fighters.
Dick Slater and his Liberty Bor,s were sent to join Lord
Stirling outside the lines, a position which was quite to
their liking.
"There's be plenty to do, Dick," said Bob, ."besides fi.shlng
babies out of the a.reek."
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CHAPTER VII.
DICK IS ACCUSED.

The Liberty Boys were in their old camp on Gowanus
Creek.
Shortly after they were settled Dick and Bob set out on
horseback along the creek.
Passing the house where the Tory farmer lived, they saw
him standing at the gate. ,
"You rebels saved yourselves from a surprise the other
day," he said, "but you won't stay here long."
"How do you know?" asked Bob. "By the way, your little
girl did no~ take a chill from her ducking the other day?"
"What do you know about that?" coloring.
"Oh, we were there, that's all," carelessly.
"Why, I believe that is the boy who--"
"Yes, and you said you'd be sorry to have a 'rebel' save
your child. Aren't you ashamed of yourself?"
The farmer flushed, scowled and said:
"You rebels will be driven out of here before many days,
let me tell you that."
"I'm ashamed of you," said Bob. "You are an American
born, making your living out of the land, and yet you turn
against your own country. You are worse than a Hessian."
The farmtp"'s wife came to the door with her little girl
by the hand.
"Why do you talk to the rebels, Henry?" she asked.
"How is the little girl, ma'am?" asked Bob.
The woman looked from Bob to) Dick, flushed and then
stammered:
"I'm much obliged to you, but I'm sorry you're rebets.
I didn't know it before."
"Oh, there's nothing tq be sorry for," laughed Bob. "You're
a little bett-er than your husband, though, and L'm sorry for
you."
'
"You're an impudent rebel,'' said the farmer, "and if you
don't get away from here I'll prosecute you for trespass."
"On the public highway," said Dick. "Come, Bob, we must
go·on.'~

The boys then proceeded as far as the mouth of the
creek and kept alongshore for some little distance.
They presently saw a man hauling a little boat on shore.
In the cove was a little sloop which he had evidently just
moored.
"Have you good eyes, young sirs?" he asked.
"Yes,'' said Dick.
"Then, if you'll take this 5pyglass and look over to Staten
Island, you may see what I am not sure I do see.''
The man handed Dick a small telescope.
Dick put it to his eyes, adjusted it and said :
"They are dismantling tents on the island."
"You 're sure ? "
"Certainly."
"Then that means sending over more of the enemy, don't
it?"
"T'nat's what it looks like. You're not a Tory, I'm glad
to see.''
"No, I'm not, but I've got neighbors enough who are."
"Yes, the fanber back there is one."
"And more shame to him, born and brought up on Long
Island, him and his father and his grandfather and his
father before that. They're old Dutch stock, too, that ought
to hate the English."
"I think just as you do, sir," was Dick's reply, "No born
American has any rig-ht to be a Tory and turn against h1s
country.''·
"No, sir, they hadn't; but there's a lot o' that sort Otl the
island.''
Returning the man's telescope, Dick rode on, with Bob
at his side.
They saw no great movement of troops, but were satisfied that more had come over Qllietly during the night befo re, and it was likely that more would cotp.e,
That night Dick rode alongshore and saw British ships
stealing in under cover of the darkness.
No one who did not possess Dick Slater's ·keen sight and
hearing would have detected them, however.
All of Dick's senses were remarkably acute, however, and
they had been and were trained all t~e time.
.
.
After satisfying himself that the ships were commg, Dick
rode off to headquarters and reported what he had "Seen.
The enemy were evidently making preparations for a wellorganized attack.
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The American works were strengthened, and presumably
all the passes leading to Brooklyn were guarded.
The lack of definite knowledge as to the ~xact amount of
the enemy upon the island and the extent of the territory
to be guarded worked against the patriots, however.
The next morning Dick set off in disguise, and on an
ordinary horse, to try and learn something more definite con•
cerning the enemy's numbers and position.
.
.
Major was too well known to the enemy to nsk takmg
him, and Dick wore a different disguise than any he had
theretofore appeared in.
Unknown to him, however, the Tory farmer whose child
he had saved was hiding near the camp and/saw Dick set out.
He did not recognize the boy, but shrewdly guessed that
he was a spy.
Waiting till Dick was well on his way, he crept out of his
hiding-place and, securing one of the fastest horses to be
had, started in pursuit.
•
He possessed a good deal of natural shrewdness, and he
had no difficulty i~ following Dick, his tracks being fresh.
He reasoned that Dick would make his way toward the
British lines and took that direction himself.
Catching sight of Dick at length, he saw that he had not
reasoned incorrectly.
Taking care not to be seen, therefore, he followed at a
swift pace and saw the young patriot enter the lines.
Then, throyving caution to the winds, he rode on at full
speed and was soon at the lines.
"There's a rebel spy in here," he said to th~ sentry who
stopped him.
Then he described Dick's appearance thoroughly· and said :
'I saw him leave the rebel camp already, and I know he's
a spy."
"Why do you know this?"
"Because a man in everyday clothes wouldn't be in a
camp. They're all soldiers. He's a spy, Qf course. If he
weren-,t, why would he come straight here from the rebel
camp?"
The reasoning was logical, and the sentry, who remembered the bov who had entered a short time before, called
another guard, and the farmer was allowed to pass.
Meanwhile D"ck, having pretended to be a simple fellow
and making foolish answers to the questions put to him, had
been allowed to enter.
In a short time the farm er and three or four redcoats
came up.
"There he is! There's the spy!" cried the farmer excitedly.
Dick was in a fix.
·
The redcpats quickly surrounded him, -0thers coming up
hastily.
''What's the matter with yer?" he said to the farmer.
"How do we know yer ain't er spy yerself?"
"I saw him come out of the rebel camp over by Gowanus
Creek,'' the farmer said. "I followed him, and he came
right here. Search him. I know he's a spy.''
There was nofhance for Dick to make a sudden dash.
If he had ha Major he might do so, but the horse he
had was only an ordinary one.
He had dismounted, too, and the very act of springing
into the saddle would have brought the redcoats closer
around him.
He might brazen the thing out by accusing the farmer,
however.
·
"S'pose I did come out er ther rebel camp?" he snorted.
"Couldn't I b'n spyin' on them, too.''
This rather staggered the farmer, who was not so quickwitted as Dick.
"Er course I come over here," he continued. "I'm ergoin'
ter Flatbush, where Cornwallis is. Yer think ye'te dretful,
don't yer ?"
..
,
..
"Search him"
said the farmer.
If hes a British spy,
1
he'll have pape rs on him showing it."
"Huh! Er fat lot yer know about spies!" snorted Dick.
"S'pose ther rebels had se,arched me? Wouldn't they've
found ther papers?"
"Then you are a spy?" · asked one of the redcoats.
"Course I be, but I ain't er rebel. Thet feller dunno
nuthin' ertall.''
"And you have no papers?"
"Er course not. Yer think I'm er fool?"
"I know he's a rebel!·" said the farmer, who did not like
to own up beaten.
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"But you are a r ebel?"
"An' I tell yer I ain't er rebel," said Dick, who never
"I am not; I am a patriot."
recognized the word as applied to patriots.
"And a spy? You admitted it, only you said you were in
"I don't think either of you can lay claim to being a
the employ of the British."
spy," laughed the officer.
"I did not. I said I was going to Flatbush. So I am."
"No, thev're a couple of fools," said another, "and it's
"You're going to be hanged, that's where you're going-,"
hard to tell which is the biggest."
snarled Tom Wright, who had a red mark on the point o.f
At that moment a new actor appeared on the scene.
his jaw where Dick had struck hjm.
"Take him away," said the officer. "Put him under a
strict guard. Better take him to the house. He can be kept
more securely there than in a tent."
CHAPTER vm.
There was a low, rambling farmhouse not far away which
IN A FIX.
was 'used as quarters for the officers.
Thither Dick was taken.
He was put in a little bedroom on the lower floor, with
The newcomer was Tom Wright, the young Tory of. Flata guard at the door and another just outside the window.
bush.
His position was a serious one, and it would take all his
He pushed forward, shot a sharp glance at Dick and said:
"That is Dick Slater, the rebel, captain of the Liberty keen wit to extricate him from it.
That he would remain here and be delivered over to the
Boys and one of the .cleverest s~ies in their camp."
"There!" cried the farmer. 'Didn't I tell you so? Now British general never entered his mind.
From the very first he meant to escape.
who's the fool?"
He now set himself to work to devise how this was to
"That's Dick Slater, I tell you!" hissed Tom. "I know
him. Search the young rebel."
be done.
There was but one window in the room where he was a
There was no escape for Dick.
He was quickly searched.
prisoner.
There were two doors, and just on the other side of one
There were no papers upon him, for he never carried
,
of them he could hear the sentry pacing up and down.
them.
The guard outside the house had a longer beat, and did
He had pistols, which was in itself suspicious.
A mere farmer's boy, as he seemed, would never carry ·not appear oftener than once every two minutes.
It would be fol1y to endeavor to escape by the window.
weapons.
The guard would see him and fire upon him in an instant.
"That's Dick Slater," continued Tom. "He was stationed
Much depended upon that other door.
over at the pa1s. He got into our house and learned a lot.
If it led to another room, there was a chance of escape.
I'm Tom Wright. My father's one of the richest men in
When the guard went away, Dick walked over to it and
Flatbush. Here's my pass."
"Are you Dick Slater?" asked the officer.
tried the knob.
He listened attentively and then turned it cautiously.
"This here feller sez I be, but how's he goin' ter prove
Opening the door swiftly but noiselessly, he looked out.
it?" drawled Dick.
There was a bare, unfurnished room used for a kitchen in
He still assumed the uncultivated manners of a farmer's
the winter, being too low for summer.
box, still hoping to escape for lack of evidence. '
At the farther end was a door leading outside.
'Why do you carry pistols?" demanded the officer.
There was a window close to It, and through it Dick could
"Ter kill i:attlesnakes. Don't yer know thet rattlers allus
comes out in August?"
see a barn.
Having seen all this, he shut the door and walked to the
If the redcoats did not know this, young Tom Wright
did, and so did the farmer:
window.
The guard was coming.
"There ain't no rattlesnakes on the creek," he said.
Dick nodded to him as he passed, going in the direction
"Waal, ain't they rocks in Gowanus, and ain't they plenty
of 'em in Flatbush? Er course they's snakes, er ail kinds of the barn.
'
an' I ain't rmmin' no risks."
When 'he passed by, the other way, Dick left the room,
"Why didn't you say so when we found the pistols?" asked crossed the other, opened the outer door and slipped out.
the officer.
Keeping the house between himself and the barn, he ran
swiftly to it.
"Cause yer didn't ask me, thet's why."
There were horses in it, and a back door led to the barn"He's Dick Slater," persisted Tom. "He's no more farmer
than I am. Look at his hands and neck and head. He takes yard and the fields.
There were swampy stretches here and there, but Dick
as much care of himself as I do. Look at his fingernails,
knew how to avoid them.
look at his ears and then look at this other fellow."
Picking out the best horse in the lot, he left the barn by
The difference could be seen at a glance.
"I'm no maccarone," muttered the farmer. "I have to work the rear door.
Then, taking down a rail or two in the fence, he led the
for my living; I'm no dandy."
"S'pose yer do? Et don't cost nuthin' ter keep clean horse through, replaced the rails and jumped upon the
does it?" ask!!d Dick. "They's water 'nuff on ther island animal's back.
an' all 'round it, ain't ther, fur er feller ter keep clean?"
Scarcely had he done so when someone came running out
"Are you positive that this is Slater, Mr. Wright?" asked of the barn.
'
the leading redcoat.
"Stop him, stop the rebel!" he yelled.
"Yes, I am. He's only pretending. He speaks better
Dick was off across the field like a shot.
than I do. Don't I know those gray-blue eyes and that wellA ditch presently crossed his road, but he was over it
built figure? Does he look like a bumpkin? No, sir, he's in a flash.
,
Dick Slater and no one else."
Then a great outcry arose from the farmhouse and from
"If you are not Dick Slater, who are you, fellow?" asked the camp.
Dick's escape had been discovered.
the redcoat.
Redcoats and Hessians, farmhands, black and white, and
"Pete Tilyou, over ter the Neck. Yer go over there an'
village idlers came surging after him, some on foot, some
ask any er ther Neckers."
"He doesn't belong on the Neck," snapped Tom. "He's mounted.
One man's horse refused to take the ditch and threw him
a rebel, I tell you, and he sneaked into my house to make
into it with a great splash.
love to my sister, who has money in her own--"
Another took it, but slipped on the farther side and went
Dick's fist suddenly shot out and took Tom in the jaw.
"How dare you?" he cried. "Your sister is a lady, but in with his rider.
Others took the road, pushing their horses to their utyou are only a cur!"
Young Tom fell over on the grass and for a few moments most.
Dick had a good lead, and had selected a better horse
lay stunned.
"Ha! What did I tell you?" '.he cried, getting on his feet. than the one he had ridden.
Shots were fired at him, but at too long range to be
"Now is he a common bumpkin? He is Dick Slater, I tell
effective.
you."
.
Dick had no pistols of his own, but his aim was now to
"Are you?" the redcoat asked.
escape more than to fire upon his pursuerA:
"You have to find that out for yourselves," shortly.
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A way he sped, therefore, reached the road and flew on
like the wind.
"Hallo," said Bob, when Dick came in. "That isn't the
same horse you took out. Where is your saddle?"
"On the horse I took out," with a smile.
Dick then told of his adventure with the :farmer and Tom
Wright and of his subsequent escape from the house.
"You had a lively time of it altogether," laughed Mark,
several of the boys having come up during the recital.
"Shure an' it's- very fond av yez dhey do be," roared Patsy.
"Dhey want to kape yez all dhe toime, so dhey do."
"Dose redcoats don'd was keeped you, I bet me," said Carl.
"For phwy wouldn't dhey ?"
"For cause you don'd was goot-looking been alretty."
"Go'n wid yez. Oi'm a foine-lookin' felly intoirely."
"Yah, you was choost so goot-looking like me und Tick."
"Yis, Oi know it."
"In der dark," the fat German boy chuckled.
"Go'n out wid yez or Oi'll give yez a bat on dhe ear."
"Humbug!" laughed Carl. "You don'd could hit somedhings, for cause you was cross-e"yed been."
"Shure an' dhat's all roight, Cookyspiller. Oi can luck
two ways at wanst an' see all dhe more."
"Humbug!" snorted Carl, as he walked away, and there
was a general laugh.
CHAPTER IX.
THE BATTLE AND RBTREAT.

Dick set off again that afternoon and in a different direction, making sure that no one was watching him that
time.
·
Reaching Fla.tbush, he found that De Heister and his
Hessians were there, while Sir H enry Clinton had drawn
off to Flatlands and General Grant's force extended to
Gr avesend Bay.
It was evident that the enemy was getting ready to make
a push for the possession of Brooklyn Heights.
Washington had come over again from New York and
remained all day, aiding General Putnam with his counsels.
In the evening he returned to the city, full of anxiety,
knowing that a battle was at hand and yet not knoWing
where the first attack would be made or how his troops
would stand the encounter.
During the night the British carried out a plan which
could mean only disaster to the patriots.
. S~r Henry Clinton's removal to Flatlands was but prehmmary to a :gocturnal march by the Jamaica road to a
pass through the Bedford hills.
To divert the attention of the Americans, De Heister was
to menace their center and Grant the right flank neither
to make an attack till Clinton's guns showed that he had
turned the left flank.
Clinton made a swift and silent march, reached the pass
before daybreak and found that it was unoccupied.
It may have been in General Greene's original plans to
have this pass ana the road leading to it guarded, but they
were not, and the neglect proved fatal.
Clinton immediately secured the pass and the heights and
then halted his soldiers to await the beginning of hostilities.
At midnight Grant moved from Gravesend and proceeded
along the road leading past the Narrows and Gowanus Cove
toward the right of the American works.
In the early morning the Liberty Boys, who were with
Stirling, were ordered to. hold the enemy in check.
They turned out at once and were soon joined by the
·Delaware and Maryland regiments, learning that the enemy
were near by the time they had passed Gowanus Cove.
When the enemy came on, the gallant boys gave them
two or three rat~ling volleys and then retreated and formed
in a wood on Stirling's left.
From daylight the firing began again ' and lasted for two
hours.
Stirling was reinforced and held Grant in check, not
knowing of the plan of the British nor that Grant was not
to press the attack till he heard from Clinton.
De Heister was meanwhile carrying out his part of the
plan, and kept up a cannonading on the redoubt in front of
the pass.
At the same time a brisk firing was kept up on the Red
Hook battery by a British ship to take off the attention of
the Americans.

Washington hastily crossed over, and was in time to witness the catastrophe for which all the movements of the
enemy had been converted.
The sound of artillery in the direction of Bedford was
heard.
Clinton had turned the left of the Americans.
De Heister immediately ordered Count Donop to advance
and storm the redoubt.
Sullivan did not remain to defend it, knowing now that
his flank had been turned and that he was in danger of
being surrounded.
He ordered a retreat, but was too late.
Scarcely had he descended the heights and come out into
the plain when he met the light infantry of the enemy and
fell back to the woods.
Stirling, meantime, knowing by the thun,der of Clinton's
c;annon that the enemy was between him and the lines,
thought to effect a retreat by a circuitous route, crosslnit
the creek near Yellow Mills.
Here there was a bridge and a mill dam, 8Jld the creek
mig·ht be forded at low water.
There was no time to be lost, however, for the tide was
rising.
They were suddenly checked, however, by the appearance
of Cornwallis and his grenadiers.
They at once attacked the redcoats, Dick Slater aw.d his
brave Liberty Boys being in the van.
Then Smallwood's Marylanders came up and attacked the
redcoats with great vigor.
They seemed upon the point of driving Cornwallis from
his position when reinforcements arrived.
Lord Stirling then ordered Dick to retreat with his Liberty
Boys and force his way to the lines.
Dick at once gave the order, and the brave boys dashed
away.
In a short time they came upon a body of the enemy who
opened a hot fire upon them.
"Charge!" cried Dick, waving his sword.
The gallant youths made a fierce retreat, fairly hurling
themselves upon the redcoats.
"Down with the redcoats--down with the Hessians!" they
shouted.
"Liberty forever!" cried Dick, and the plucky boys echoed
his cry with a yell.
•
Putting spurs to their horses, they broke through the
lines and escaped.
.
It was a fierce retreat, but they accomplished it and were
safe.
.
Many brave young patriots met their death that day after
fighting valiantly.
Some were lost in the swamp, and maw.y were mercilessly
bayoneted by the fierce Hessians.
The British commander at length drew off his men, and
the battle, a most disastrous one to the Americans, was at
an end.
It had been lost by the fatal error of leaving the passes
through the hills too weakly guarded, but it was top late
now for vain regrets.
The night after the battle was a weary one and a sleepless one for many a patriot.
Early in the morning General Mifflin arrived and took
up his position at Red Hook.
The Liberty Boys being refreshed after a night's rest,
went with him.
They had great recuperative force, being young and vigorous, and in the morning were as fresh as ever.
During the day they had two or three skirmishes with
the Britisli regulars, but drove them back on every occasion.
'
"We've got to keep doing something," said Bob to Mark,
"to prevent our growing rusty."
"We're likely to have to do it, whether we like it or not,
I guess," returned Mark. "There'll be another fierce retreat, I fancy, before we· get out of this."
On the next day there was a heavy fog over the island.
During the morning Dick and some of his boys rode along~ore.
·
In a short time they discovered General Mifflin and some
other officers high in rank near them.
They saluted, and just at that moment a light breeze
lifted the fog.
Some of the British ships at Staten Island, opposite. were
revealed.
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There seemed to be a goo~ deal of bustle among them,
boats passing to and fro as if carrying orders.
There was evidently some movement in contemplation,
possibly the coming up to the island of the fleet in the
case of the lifting of the fog.
A council of war was held, and it was resolved to undertake a retreat under cover of the fog and of the night.
Late in the evening the retreat began, being carried on
secretly and with all possible rapidity.
One regiment after another was sent over the ferry, and
all with the greatest silence.
All the water craft that could be secured had been gathered during the day and at night were made use of.
General Mifflin was to remain at the lines until the main
body should have embarked, but by a mistake of an aide-decamp, Mifflin received orders to move with the rest.
With him were the Liberty Boys.
They arrived at the ferry at the turn of the tide, when
there was great confusion.
Mifflin led his men back when the error was discovered,
I
the lines having been deserted for nearly an hour.
Fortunately, however, the fog prevented the enemy from
learning this.
At last, however, the gallant boys embarked with some of
the last troops to leave the island.
The whole embarkation of troops, horses, provisions, artillery and cattle was accomplished by daybreak.
T'ne fog cleared away, and the enemy, being apprised of
the retreat, hurried to the ferry in time to see the last boats
of the retreating army halfway across the river.
Only one boat was forced to return, being within musket
shot, but this contained three ruffians who had remained
behind to rob and plunder.
"Served them right," said Bob.

Early in the month of September Dick, Bob, Mark aml
a few more of the Liberty Boys were walking down Broadway one pleasant afternoon.
As it was probable that the city might be attacked at any
time, the Liberty Boys had sent their horses to Westchester,
where they would be safer and could be better cared for
than in New York.
Dick, Bob and Mark were walking together, the others
following not far behind.
A young lady in a light gig drawn by a single horse was
•
app1·oaching.
Suddenly a runaway horse turned from Maiden Lane into
Broadway and went clattering down the street.
The young lady's horse became frightened and bolted.
The girl was in great peril, the gig rocking from side
to side and threatening to be overturned at any moment.
Then, too, a collision was imminent, as there were many
vehicles on the street.
Seeii:ig the young lady's danger, Dick leaped forward.
Bob and Mark were at his side in an instant.
· Seizing the horse's bridle, Dick quickly brought hlm to
a standstill, Bob and Ma14!: assisting him, one on each side.
Then, turning to the young lady in the carriage, Dick
recognized her as Charity Wright, whom he had met on Long
·
Island.
"I am pleased to meet you again, Miss Wright," he said,
"and glad to be of assistance."
"Why, it is Captain Slater!" the girl exclaimed. "This is
indeed a very pleasant surprise."
Dick presented Bob and Mark and continued:
"You are in the city?"
"Yes; we have a house here and I came over to look after
it. Affairs here are in great confusion, are they not?"
"Not as much so as they were, but it is a very anxious
time, and no one knows what may happen."
"I am sorry that our troops were defeated at Long Island."
"Yes, so am I, but the war is not yet over, and we are
as determined as ever to fight it out and gain our indeCHAPTER X.
pendence."
IN MANHATTAN.
"I think we will do it, but I am afraid that it will take
a long time."
The Liberty Boys were now in Manhattan.
"If it lasts my lifetime and we succeed, then I shall not
The greater part of them lived in Westchester County,
and they had a camp in the woods between White Plains regard the time as ill-spent."
"No, indeed."
and Tarrytown.
"Shall I or one of the boys accompany you 1" asked Dick.
They would remain in the city for a time, however.
"Do you think it is safe?"
They at once began to find quarters in different parts.
Before the girl could answer a boy of Dick's age came
There was a great deal of confusion in the city and
up.
much lawlessness, which had to be put down.
Dick recognized him at once as Tom Wright.
There were thieves who took advantage of the confusion
He knew Dick also, for he said with a snarl:
to ply their lawless trade, and these must be held in check.
"I'll tha¥ you not to address my sister, you impudent
There were other evildoers who preyed upon the misrebel! I am particular with regard to her acquaintances,
fortunes of others, and these must be watched also.
The Liberty Boys patrolled certain districts of the city and rebels are not included in the list."
"You had better pe careful how you talk of 'rebels', sir,"
where crime was most rampant, having instructions to arrest any one caught breaking the law and to watch sus- was Dick's reply.
The British are not yet in possession of the city," added
picious characters, waming them that upon their first ofBob.
fence they would be arrested.
"You have insulted us all, as well as your sister," said
This was not fighting, but it was for the good of the cause
of independence, and the boys entered into it with as much Mark, "and I demand an apology."
"Who are you ? " snarled Tom.
vi'm as if they were cha1·ging the redcoats.
"One of the Liberty Boys, one of the patriots whom you
The enemy now had possession of Long Island, British
or Hessian troops garrisoning the works at Brooklyn or call 'rebels,' a boy who won't stand insults, and your supe•
being distributed at Bushwick, Newtown, Hell Gate and rior.''
"I won't apologize to a rebel," Tom snarled, applying an
Flushing.
Admiral Howe came up with the main body of the fleet insulting epithet to the boy.
The young second lieutenant's fist shot out like lightning
and anchored close to Governor's Island, within cannon
and took him between the eyes.
shot of the city, which was further menaced.
"Now will you apologize?" asked Mark, seizing him by
A heavy gun ship also passed between Governor's Island
and Long Island at night and, taking advantage of a favor- the throat.
able wind and tide, went as far as Turtle Bay and anchored.
The young Tory gasped, struggled and finally muttered:
Other ships passed around Long Island and made their
"Yes, I take it back!"
appearance in the upper part of the Sound.
"Then get out," said Mark.
Tom hurried away, and Mark said:
The sick and wounded were conveyed across the Hudson
"I beg your pardon, Miss Wright, but I could not allow
to J~ sey, and such military stores as were not immediately
needed were sent to Dobbs' Ferry, twenty-two miles above your brother to make use of such language in your presence."
the city.
"Mark is impulsive," said Dick, "but his principles are
There were many desertions, especially among the militia,
these faint-h.earted soldiers carrying away am.munition which sound."
"Yes," said Charity, "but you must be careful. for Tom
at this time was a serious loss.
The question of keeping or evacuating the city was dis- is vengeful, and if be ·can do you an injury he will."
"Thank you for the caution, Miss Wright. We will be on
cussed, and it was finally decided to abandon it.
Meantime, however, General Putnam had command of the our guard."
The girl then drove on, and the boys went on their way.
forces on Manhattan, and the Liberty Boys were acting un·
In the Jleig;hborhood of Whitehall wharf they saw a crowd
der bis instructions.
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of rough-looking men and boys collected, shouting and hootinll. and creating a great disturbance.
'Come," said Dick, "let us see what the trouble is."
Hurrying on, they saw a big ruffianly-looking man beating a quiet, inoffensive man much smaller th'an himself and
shouting:
"Down with the rebels. Now say long live the king, you
rebel, or I'll give you worse yet."
Dick at once broke through the crowd, followed by the
boys.
8eizing the big i~un, he said sharply:
"Release that man, you coward.
Aren't you ashamed of
yourself?"
"Who are you?" demanded the ruffian, releasing his victim.
"One who will not see the strong• oppose the weak."
"You're a rebel," roated the man. ''Come on, mates, let's
thrash the rebels."
At once the crowd surged forward.
They found the task of thrashing the half dozen Liberty
Boys a more difficult one than they had anticipated.
"Down with them, boys!" cried Dick.
At once he attacked the big bully who had incited the riot.
In a few moments he was taking to his heels.
Bob, 'Mark, Ben, the two Hari:ys and Dick were now administering stunning blows to others of the rioters.
Black eyes, bleeding noses and .bruised faces were seen on
all sides.
Patriots not in uniform soon joined the brave fellows, and
the Tories, for suyh they were; we1·e put to flight.
"Going to drive us out, were they?" sputtered Bob. "Well,
I don't think they'll do it."
"It takes more than talk to drive us· out," declared Mark.
"I'm much obliged to you," said the little man whom
Dick had defended. "This is a hard neighborhood, and I wish
I could live elsewhere."
"We will see that you are not again molested," said Dick.
The Tories were now all fled, and the street was quiet
and orderly.
"They wHl come back," the little man said.
"If they create a disturbance they will be arrested," said
Dick. "We are here to enforce order, and we mean to do it."
"But if the British should attack the city in great numbers, as I hear they intend?"
"When they do so, we will do the best we can."

11

"Hurry up; there's er man ldllha' his wife down the lane."
"Come!" said Mark.
Both boys ran down the alley quickly, the boy ruma1ng
ahead of Mark.
"There it is I" he exclaimed, pointing to a hole ill the wall
between two houses.
Mark ran into the passage, the screams still sounding.
. At once he was pounced upon by three or four meu, while
Just beyond he saw Tom Wright.
"Look out, Ben, it's a trap!" he cried.
. Ben was just about to follow when he heard Mark's warn-

ing.

. He sprang back as two evil-looking men attempted to seize
h11n.
"Stand back!" he cried, whipping out a pistol.
The men came on, and Ben fired, putting a bullet through
the ear of one .
.Then he ~truck ~he other a stunning blow on the shoulder
with. the pistol ';lnd beat a hasty retreat as others came
rushmg toward him.
Hurriedly making his way back to Broadway, Bell .set
off up that thoroughfare at a good pace.
Dick might be in any one of a half dozell plaees, and
Ben now set out to find him.
At the .Bowling Green he met Harry Thurber.
He quickly told what had happened ud described the
place where Mark had been captured
"Go down there and keep a watch "on the place" he said.
"I am going to find Dick."
'
Then ~e,n hurried on his way and Harry went down.
ft Trm1.ty Church Ben came upon Bob.
Where is Dick?" he asked.
"Gone up to the Common "
"Mark has been captured. · There was a trap laid for u 11
both by that young Tory scoundrel "
"Tom Wright, you mean?"
·
·;7es. I escaped, but very narrowly."
Well, we must get him. Where is the place T"
Ben hurriedly described the place.
"Harry Thurber has gone , there," · he said. "11 I meet
any more of the boys I'll sena them there."
"Do so," said Bob, and then they separated.
At the New or St. Paul's Church Ben met Patsy Carl,
Harry Judson, Will Freeman artd Arthur Mackay '
He told them what had happened, and away they went
to do what they could for Dick.
"1:here'll
plenty of the Liberty Boys at work," he said
to himself, and they ought to do something between them."
Th!Jn he went on to the Common, meeting four or :fl.ve
CHAPTER XI.
of the boys on the way.
These he dispatched to the aid of Mark and then continued
MARK A PRISONER.
his search for Dick.
The disturbance being now over, and the neighborhood
He. could see for some distance, but there was not a sip
being once more orderly, Dick said to Mark:
of Dick.
"You had better keep a watch on the p1ace for a time,
He walked this way and that till at last, seeing nothing
Mark, in case these ruffians attempt to create another riot." of the young captain, he hun-ied to one of the places where
"Very well. Will you stay With me, Ben?"
he was liable to be found.
"Certainly."
Di.ck was not there, however, and Ben hurried to another
1
The rest now •went off in an easterly direction, while of his resorts.
Mark and Ben walked toward Bowling Green.
He found Paul Benson, Joel Barbour: Phil Waters and
Presently Ben said to Mark:
others, but not Dick.
"There's that young braggart whom you thrashed watching
Then he went to two or three other places where Dick was
us from across the street."
wont to go, but found him in none of them.
"Let him," said Mark, carelessly. "A cat may look at · a
He ran across Sam Sanderson and a number of other
king."
Liberty Boys, but Dick was not to be found.
"He's the sort of fellow to make trouble if he can," added
"If I were not looking for him particularly" he thought
Ben.
•
"I might have run across him a dozen times." '
'
"Yes, but we boys never run away from it eveh if we
Not knowing just where to look now, Ben determined to
don't make it."
'
go down to where he had left Mark and see what the boys
"Very true."
had done.
·
Reaching the Bowlihg Gr!!eh, the boya tutl\ed llrttl walked
He overtook or came across several more, and they all
down again.
went down Broadway.
When near the wharf, they tutnetl abd walked back toMeantime Mark had been hurried into a house in a small
ward the Bowling Green.
rear court and placed in an upper room almost b;;re of furniOn their way Bert said:
ture.
"'I'here he is again, on the other side of the street."
His pistols were taken from him, and he was bound to
"Yes, I see him," carelessly.
one of the posts of a bed.
"I think he means to make trouble."
Then Tom Wright came in and ~aid with a snarl:
"Very likely."
.
"Well, you rebel, we've got you now."
Tom Wright continued on his way tlo\lin the street, while
"You had nothing to do with it except stand and look on,"
the two boys went up.
said Mark.
At the end of the beat they had laid out they turned.
Young Wright flushed.
Walking down again, they were at a narrow street, scarce"Well, we've got you, anyho~/' he muttered. "Do you
1know what we are going to do wit.II. you?"
ly more than an alley, when they heard screams.

pe
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"Anything that is mean or contemptible would be quite
in your line," answered Mark.
"Oh, you can sneer , but we'll get the best of you."
"Then you count yourself in with the ruffians who snared
me, seven or eight to one."
.
"Well, I will, then. I haven't forgotten that blow you
gave me."
"Yes, I see the marks of it. They are likely to stay
there for some time."
"I'll leave marks on you which will remain a good deal
longer, I promise you that."
"What do you pur pose doing, may I ask?" coolly.
"You'll find out all in good season. Meantime I'll keep
you guessing."
"I suppose you are trying to think of something · contemptible ? That ought not to be difficult, with one of your
mean nature."
Tom fh.i.shed and said angrily:
"You'll settle for all you've said to me, as well as for
the blow you gave me. I don't take insults for nothing."
"Insults?" said Mark, with scorn. "Its an honor for such
as you to be noticed at all."
"You wait!" with a fierce look. "You'll beg for mercy
before I get through with you, my fine fellow."
"Never!"
Mark wished to detain the Tory as long as he could so
as to give Ben time to work.
He wondered why the ruffians had not removed him to
some other place instead of keeping him so near where he
had been taken.
They might have the place so well guarded that they did
not fear being disturbed, or they might not suspect that so
thorough a search would be made for him as for Dick himself.
The Liberty Boys were ·thoroughly . devoted to each Qther,
and if one were in trouble, no matter how humble he might
be, the rest all went to his assistance.
They all stood by Dick, of course.
So t hey did for Bob or Mark or Ben Spurlock or Patsy or
for any of their number.
Mark knew, therefore, that Ben was at work, and that
he would get together as many of the Liberty Boys as he
could and come to his assistance.
Tom Wright left him and came back in about ten minutes with a whip in his hand.
He was accompanied by two evil-looking men, to whom
he said:
"I'm g-oing to flog this rebel till he begs for mercy. Strip
him to the waist. I'll show him that he can't insult me for
nothing!"
The men were about to carry out his instructions when
a great crash was heard on the floor below.

CHAPTER XII.
THE SEARCH FOR DICK.

Harry Thurber, hurrying down to find Mark, was soon
joined by B.ob and in a short time by other Liberty Boys.
"We'll wait for Dick," said Bob. "Mark is safe for the
present, I guess."
"Perhaps not if that fellow Tom Wright had anything
to do with it, as Ben says,'' replied Harry.
"No, perhaps not, but we must have a few more before
we can attack those fellows. That's a regular spider's web
in there, and we may not find him easily."
In a short time more Liberty Boys joined them, and at
last they had more than a dozen.
Then they went down the alley and into the rear. court,
as described by Ben.
Here they met several ill-looking men who tried to stop
them.
"Down with the Tories!" cried Bob.
The boys made a dash, and the Tories retreated into
a house at the \-ear of the court.
They closed and barred the door, but the boys fairly
hurled themselves against it.
Crash!
Down it went, and the men scattered as three or four
shots were fired at them.
Then they heard Mark shout from somewhere above:
"Hallo, boys? Liberty forever!"

"There he is!" roared Bob. "Forward, boys! DoWll with
the Tories !"
Up the stairs they swarmed, hearing rapid footsteps overhead.
·
"Hurry, boys!" cried Mark. "Don't let the young Tory
escape! "
Up they went, reaching the top of the house in time to
see Tom Wright scramble out of a window in the hall and
go sliding down the waste water pipe leading from the sloping
roof.
Then, attracted by Mark's voice, they entered a room,
where they found him tied to a bed-post with his coat partly
torn off.
"You came none too soon," he said. "Did you catch the
Tory?"
"No, none of them,'' and Bob hurriedly cut the cords which
bound Mark.
"They heard you break the. door down and scattered in
all directions."
"We saw the young Tory go out of the window," said Bob.
They now made their way downstairs and. were joined in
the court by more Liberty Boys.
"Here we are," laughed Bob. "We've got him, and now
to clear out these ruffians if they meddle with us."
There was no one to be seen, however, and they hurriedly
made their way to the street.
Proceeding up Broadway, they met other Liberty Boys,
who were all glad to see that Mark had been rescued.
At last they met Ben Spurlock, who said:
"I can't find Dick anywhere."
"Did you go to the Common?" asked Bob.
"Yes, and to all the places where he goes, and I . did not
find him in any one of them."
"Where can he be?" muttered Bob.
"That's what I'd like to know," Ben answered.
"It looks as if we'd have to search for Dick now,'' declared
Mark.
"So it does," said Bob. "No one you met had seen him?"
"No, not for some time."
"The Tories in town are very bitter against him," observed Mark.
"Because he has done his duty in keeping them quiet
and rooting out the evildoers,'' declared Bob.
"We must look for him,'' said Ben.
"Off you wa.s toldt us where he was been, we was go found
him," said Carl, soberly.
"Shure an' av we knowed dhat we'd not have to look,
Dootchy,'' said Patsy. "It's a woise felly yez are."
"Yah, I <links so alzo, but where Tick was, could you toldt
me dot alretty."
"No, sor, Oi cannot."
"Den you was no more wiser as meinselluf. Come ahead
und we was gone und look for him."
"Phwere are yez going ? "
"Down by dot water where dose ships was. He was went
to look by dem, I bet me."
"Do yez mean down be dhe wharf?"
"Nein, I was meant up by dose East rifers."
"All roight; Oi'll go wid yez, me bhy."
Then off set the two comical Liberty B(}ys in search of
Dick.
"Three or four of you had better follow them," said Bob.
"They never went off alone yet that they didn't get into
trouble."
Ben, Sam a11.d the two Harrys set off after Patsy and
Carl.
The others set off in different directions in search of
Dick.
Bob and Mark headed two parties of five or six each,
while the others went oft' in groups of three or four.
They were all to meet at a quiet tavern near the Common that evening, and with that understanding they set out.
If they met any of the Liberty Boys who had not heard
of Dick's disappearance, these were to be dispatched in
search of him.
Patsy and Carl set off at a good jog trot up the Bowe1'Y
Lane, Carl keeping ahead despite his two hundred pounds,
the other boys finally giving up the chase.
However, they made good progress, and at last arrived
at Turtle Bay in sight of the British ships.
"Dhere dhey be, Cookyspiller," said Patsy, "but Oi don't
:see Dick entoirely."
"Dere was some boats mit der water und anoder by der
land. You was wanted to took a row mit der rifer yet7"
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"Shure an' Oi don't. Don't yez know dhat it always
makes one saysick to go on dhe wather?"
"Dot don'd was der ocean."
"Dhat makes no difference. It's dhe wather, isn't it?"
"Well, anyhow, let us went down by dot boat."
"All roight; but be careful av dhe ridcoats."
"Dere don'd was any."
"No, dhere's none in soight, but dhere's a public house just
beyant, an' dhere may be some av dhim dhere."
"Yah, dose public houses was headk:varters been for der
redcoats."
·
"Thrue for yez, me bhy."
The two jolly companions then walked down to the shore
toward the boat moored there.
The others were moored well out from shore, some to
stakes, while one or two drifted astern of the ships.
There was a tavern not far distant, and Patsy kept an
eye on it, as it was likely that there were redcoats in it.
Carl took a seat in the stern of the boat, which had two
pairs of oars, and was ready to be used at any time.
Patsy kept a wateh on the shore while Carl looked out
over the water.
Suddenly there was a splash out on the water near one
of the ships.
Then Patsy cried:
"Oh, my, here dhey come now!"
"Mein gollies, dere was Tick1" exclaimed Carl at the same
moment.
'
"Phwere is he?"
··ouid dere mit der water in. He was choost chumped
ofer der ship."
There was a figure swimming toward shore, sure enough.
Four or five redcoats were also hurrying toward the boat.
"Dot's Dick, sure enough,'' roared Patsy. "Hurry up wid
yez, Cookyspiller."
Patsy loosened the warp, shoved off, jumped in and took
up a pair of oars.
Carl did ,the same, arid in a moment they were gliding
out on the river, Patsy's dread of the water being forgotten.
A boat was being lowered from the ship.
The . redcoats on shore were firing at the two Liberty
Boys.
"Don't yez moind dhim, but pull shtrong an shtiddy," cried
Patsy.
Straight out they went, and straight toward them swam
Dick, for it was he and no other.
He was in his shirt and breeches only and was not encumbered by his clothes. ·
The boat reached him, and Carl pulled him in.
"Pull avay, Batsy!" he shouted, "und I was shooted em
redcoat."
"Pull yourself," said Dick, "and I'll steer and shoot as
well."
Then they shot down the river, the redcoats in pursuit.

CHAPTER XIII.
A LIVELY CHASE.

Dick sat in the stern and steered while Patsy and Carl
rowed.
Taking a pistol from Carl's belt, Dick turned and :fired.
The shot was effective.
The stroke oarsman of the leading boat received a flesh
wound in the arm.
He dropped his oar and caused instant confusion.
Then Dick took another pistol from Carl and fired another
shot.
.
He struck the midshipman steering the boat in the shoulder.
The officer fell forward, and there was more confusion.
Then, although it was a long shot for a pistol, he fired at
the second boat which had been lowered.
He wounded the bow oarsman and caused him to fall among
his mates.
Meanwhile the two Liberty Boys were pulling a good,
strong, even stroke which sent the boat ahead rapidly.
"That will do for the present," said Dick.
"Shure, an' dhere's no call to hurt dhim widout reason,"
laughed Patsy.
"No, and there's no need of .it at present."

Then a shot came from one of the ship's guns.
"Mein gollies, dey was meanted to doed somedings!" cried
Carl.
The shot had been aimed too high and flew well above their
heads.
"Pull ahead," said Dick. "There's a point beyond which
we can get around."
· Then the ship fired another shot.
This had been aimed too low and splashed up the water several lengths behind the boat.
No more shots were fired, and the boys were soon around
the point out of harm's way.
The two boats kept on, but the boys had a good lead,
and were not afraid of being overhauled, even if the other
boats were stronger manned.
They passed Kip's Bay and kept on down the river to the
Bull's Head market.
Here they landed, leaving the boat on shore.
It was well along in the afternoon now, but the air was
still warm and Dick did not suffer from being in wet clothes.
They had already partially dried upon him, and probably
would do so entirely before they reached the city.
"An' howiver did yez get on board dhe man-av-war?"
asked Patsy.
"Well, I went up there and was surprised by the redcoats."
"An' dhin dhey put yez in dhe cellar av dhe ship?"
"Yes," witJt a laugh, "and then brought me up to talk to
me, when I jumped overboard."
"An' yez had no idee dhat mesilf an' dhe Dootchman were
around?"
"No, not till I was in the water."
"Shure an' Mark did be gettin' into throuble himsilf, an'
we "wor luckin' for yez to get him out, an' dhin we wor
afeared yez wor in throuble yersilf."
"And Mark?"
"Oh, he got out all roight, wid Bob an' Bin an' Harry an'
dhe other Harry an' a lot more to help him."
"And how did you two funny fellows happen to come up to
Turtle Bay?"
"Shure an' it wor Cookyspiller dhat proposed it, an' Oi
cud see no harrum in it mesilf, so Oi come up wid um."
"Dose poys was eferyvhere else been midout finding you,''
said Carl, "und so I was t'ought dot you might hafe went
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"An' a very good guess it wor," laughed Patsy, "but it wor
more be good luck dhfl.11 be wisdom dhat we found yez."
"What we cared?" said Carl. "We was got him ouid, ain't
it? Dat was enuff, I bet me."
"Quite right," laughed Dick, "and I am very fuch obliged
for the help you gave me. It was a close shave, and I might
not have escaped by myself."
"Shure an' it's proud Oi am to be av help to yez, captain
dear, an' av Dootchy niver does annything ilse, dhe bhys
will ahyays remimber him koindly for dhis, begorrah."
"Humbug!" said Carl. "Any off dose- Liberty Boys was
doed dot off dey was had der shance."
"Thrue for yez; but dhey'll remimber it all dhe same."
Reaching the tavern near the Common toward sunset, they
found the two Hartys and Ben, tired out after a long search.
"Hallo! Our wild Irishman has brought home Dick!" cried
Ben, with a laugh.
"Good for him!" cried both Harrys in a breath.
Then Sam came in, and at once hurried out to bring in more
of the Liberty Boys and tell them that Dick had returned.
Bob was among the last to come in, and fairly hugged Dick
when he saw him sitting by a wood fire in his shirt and
breeches.
One after another the boys arrived and were overjoyed to
see Dick.
When they heard that Patsy and Carl had rescued him,
they first laughed and then praised the two comical fellows.
"Well," declared Mark, "those two fellows make a lot of
fun for us, but when it comes to doing things they do them."
"So they do," laughed Dick.
"We sent some of the boys out to watch them," chuckled
Bob, "but they soon gave. it up and let them go their own
gait."
"When I saw that they seemed bound to fake the circuit of
M:mhattan," declared Sam, "I thou ght we might as well quit."
"And going at a good four miles an hour rate, that fat Carl
in the lead, too," added Harry Thurber.
"Shure a n' Oi ha d to call to um t o shtop mefilf," laughed
Patsy. "(Ji do belave he knowed we musht hurry, for we
didn't get dhere much too soon intoirely.''
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"Dot was more easier to I'llll. as to go shlow, ain't it?" replied Carl. "You don'd was went any furder, und you was
got dere more quicker alretty."
"From what I heard on the ship," !laid Dick; "it seems to
be the intention of the enemy to attack the city soon."
"Say you so?" exclaimed Bob.
"Yes, and at several points at once."
"Then we may have beat as fierce a retreat as· when we got
out of Long Island."
·
"Very true."
"It will be a difficult matter to hold Manhattan agains\
them," said Mark.
"Yes," declared Dick, "when they have two rivers, the bay
and Spuyten Duivel Creek to work from."
"I shall hate to be driven out of Manhattan," said Bob,
"but I am afraid we shall have to look forward to it."
"And prepare ourselves," observed Dick.
"Exactly," said Mark. "We don't want to be caught in a
trap."
By the next day the regulars under General Putnam were
the only troops in the city.
They might receive orders to leave at any time, for the
situation had been daily growing more critical.
The Liberty Boys remained, but they could always move
rapidly and were expected to get out in a hurry when they
did so.
Having sent their horses away, they would 'have to go on
•
foot, of course. ·
Being accustomed to marching as well as to riding, how,
ever, thi s would be no hardship.
The next afternoon, as Dick, Bob and Mark were out walking, they met Charity Wright near the Common.
They tipped their hats and stopped for a brief conversation.
"I had a little adventure on your brother's account yesterday, Miss Wright," said Mark.
"Another?" queried Charity.
"Yes, and I don't think the feeling between us has been improved by it."
.
"Tom is very bitter against you, lieutenantf He says that
you insulted him."
"That's his point of view," Bob retorted with a chuckle. "I
should say that Mark was the one who was insulted."
"You may not see us again in a long time," remarked Dick,
"as I am afraid we will have to leave the city."
"I am sorry for that, captain, but I am afraid it is true,
from what I hear. You see, I hear both sides."
"Well, if we do, you must think of us often," said Dick.
"Perhaps we shall meet again, however."
"I hope so," said Charity, and then, Seeing a look of distr8Ss on her face, Dick turned and saw her brother Totn approaching.
CHAPTER XIV.

•

LEAVING THE CITY.

Tom Wright had been drinking, and his walk was very
unsteady as he came along.
He was sufficiently in posse::;sion of his mental faculties,
however, to r ecognize the three boys.
"I should think you had a better opinion of yourself than
to stop and talk with rebels!" he snarled, as he came up.
"I am sorry to see that you have such a poor opinion of
yourself. brother, as to appear in that condition at all, much
less before me," said Charity.
"That's all right; all gentlemen drink."
"Many do, I know, but no gentleman will appear on the
!!treet in a state of intoxication."
"Do y¢ mean to say I'm no gentleman?" sputtered the
1 young Tory.
"You are ce1·ta inly not acting like one now, and you mortify me exceedingly."
"You're too squeamish. All gentlemen get drunk at times.
Don't you say 'as drunk as a lord?' Certainly you do. Come
along home. I don't want you to be seen talking with rebels.
It's a disgrace."
"You disgrace your sister and yourself, Tom Wright," said
Dick. "Go home. I will see that your sister has an escort."
"You'll do nothing of the sort, you rebel," snarled Tom.
Then he struck savagely at Dick.
The young patriot stepped aside, and the Tory boy sat on
the pavement with a good deal of force.

Dick gave Charity his arm, and they walked away.
Tom picked himself up and attempted to follow them.
Bob caught him by the shoulder and said:
"Stay where you are, Tom Wright. If you want to go
home, and it's the best place for you, do so, but not irt your
sister's company."
"Let go of me, you rebel," snarled Tom, trying to shake
Bob off.
Bob Estabro'ok, while not as strong 1lS Dick, had, nevertheless, a grip of iron.
He closed his fingers upon Tom's wrist and said:
"You stay here till I see fit to let you go, so make the be::.t
of it."
Tom snarled, suddenly drew a dagger from inside his coat
and struck at Bob with it.
· Mark saw the motion, and as {luick as a flash seized the fellow's wr~s t.
Theh he gave it such a grip that the knife fell ollt of Tom's
hand to the ground.
"None of that, you cur!" hissed Mark. "You ate ho r eal
gentl eman, as you boast, or you would :qever do a thing like
that."
"I'll get the best of you rebels yet," snarled. Tom. "Let me
go, you fool."
"Come, Mark," said Bob. "We will see him home for his
sister's sake."
"He is likely to get in the brJdewell if we don't," answered
Mark. "I see a tipstaff coming now."
The two lieutenants then walked off, Tom between them.
The young Tory evidently had no desire to be arrested for
drunkenness, and now walked on unresistingly, al though he
kept up a running fire of abuse.
'
Mark had picked up the knife, but retained it in his own
possession.
The constable watched them until satisfied that the two
boys in uniform were taking the other home.
·
Then he went on his way, and in time Tom reached his
home under the escort of two Liberty Boys.
"Your sister is a very nice girl," said Bob, "and I would
hate to have her shamed by knowing that you were locked up
for intoxication."
"You'll get worse than that!" snarled Tom. "Wait till
the king's troops get in the city. You'll be hanged, every one
of you."
The two boys took Tom home, meeting Dick when near the
house.
"It isn't safe for the fellow to be out," said Bob, "and so we
are bringing him home."
"Very good," said Dick.
Leaving the tipsy young Tory at the door, Bob and Mark
went away, presently rejoining Dick.
"It's a shame that he should disgrace his family like that,"
said Bob.
"It is indeed," rejoined Dick, "and Charity feel s it deenly."
"! felt like thrashing him/' muttered Mark, "and I believe
I would have done so if it had not been for his sister."
"She is a charming girl," added Bob, "and it is a shame
that he behaves as he does."
That night three frigates and a forty-gun ship went up the
East river and opened fire.
The batteries around the city returned the fire, but bevond
the killing of three men, who were mere spectators, no damage was done.
·
The next day there were all sorts of rumors afloat, and at
stmset six more vessels passed up the E ast river.
Later word came that three or four thousand of the enemy
were crossing :;it Hell Gate to the islands at the mouth of
the Harlem river.
In the morning the enemy began operations.
Three ships of war stood up the Hudson, keeping tip a tremendous firing, assisted by the fleet at Governor's Island.
The three ships went as far as Bluomingdale and came to
anchor.
This put a stop to the removal of stores by \\rater from the
city to Dobbs' Ferry.
Next the ships in the East river commenced a heavy cannonading upon the breastworks between Turtle Bay and the
city.
•
At the same time two divisions of troops, one tinder Sir
Henry Clinton and the other under Colonel Dortop, crossed
over from Long Island.
Under cover of the fire from the ships the tneh landed between Turtle Bay and Kip's Bay.
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When they realized that the "saucy young rebels" were
running off with their boats, their chagrin knew no bounds.
One after another of the boats was filled and sent up
stream.
Everything was done in an orderly manner, but in great
haste.
There was no hurry, no confusion, however.
The boats were filled rapidly as the boys arrived and then
sent up stream.
Mal'k went with the first division, Bob remaining to superintend the embarking.
Nearly all the boats had been pushed out before those on
board the ships realized what had happened.
The redcoats in pursuit of Dick did not know it till the last
.
boat had cast off.
Then they came running down to the landing place fairly
boiling over with indignation.
"Come back with those boats, you rebels!"
"Fire-don't spare the young thieves!"
"It's very funny to hear a lot of invaders calling us
thieves," laughed Mark.
The redcoats opened fire upon the boats from shore.
The Liberty Boys returned the fire with terrible effect.
"Pull over to the Jersey shore," said Dick. "They won't
follow us there."
The ships now opened fire upon the boys and also lowered
a few boats and went after them.
The gunners could not seem to get the range, and either
sent the shot flying too high and too far. or simply stirred
up the bottom without doing any damali(fl.
There was a chance, however, that they might hit something, and so Dick ordered the boats not to keep too close
together, but to spread out.
If they were massed, the likelihood of their being hit was
much greater than if they covered a wider space.
The wisdom of this move was soon shown.
There had been a dozen boats in close order working
acl'oss the l'ivel'.
They pl'esently spread out, and a shell struck the water
between two of them and splashed the watel' over the boys.
' Had they i·etamed their old formation, one of the boats
must have been sunk.
On they went across the river, stretching out like a great
CHAPTER XV.
f an and lessening at every moment the chances of being
struck.
A DASHING RETREAT.
The redcoats on shore could do no hurt, and the sailors
'
Dick Slater's plan of getting out of the city was a most in ~rsuit were quickly left behind.
There was danger from the guns on the ships, however, and
daring one.
It was no less than the seizing of the enemy's boats left in there were many narrow escapes.
Dick did not mean to remain on the Jersey shore any longer
charge of some sailors and escaping in them.
The Liberty Boys soon caught the idea when Bob told Mark than necessary.
It was bettel' to go over there at this time, however, owing
and a few others.
to the presence of ships farther up the river.
In a short time all the boys knew it.
"Well, we've been driven out of Manhattan," said Dick, "but
When Dick cried out, "To the boats!" therefore, they all
we haven't given up farhting, by any means."
undel'stood.
"No, sir," deClared Bob, emphatically. "What do you say
Those who arrived at the river first were the first to entez:
to attackinl' the ships under cover of the darkness, Dick?"
the boats, by Dick's orders.
"I think it may be a good plan, Bob," was Dick's reply.
The sailors guard'.ng the boa ts were most unceremoniously
The ships at length ceased trying to damage the stolen
ousted.
Where they would do so without resistance, they were per- boats, and the boys reached the Jersey shore in safety.
It was now a httle past noon, and Dick determined to let
mitted to land.
When they would not they were thrown into' the river the boys take a needed rest before proceeding.
They were in a friendly country, and Patsy and Carl, with
without the least hesitation.
the help of half a dozen other Liberty Boys, soon got pro"Help! I can't swim!" cried one, as he went down.
visions enough to make a dinner.
Ben Spurlock pulled him out, gave him a kiCk and said:
The Liberty "Boys remained quiet that afternoon, hauling
"A man who can't swim has no business to be a sailor. Go
the boats up among the bushes and coarse grass on the bank
to planting tumips and mind your own business."
There were too few of the sailors to resist the Liberty Boys. \ so that they might not be seen.
At intervals they could hear firing, and knew that someSome of them did not attempt it, but fled in haste.
·
One ~ried t? drive ·a bolt through the bottom of a boat so thing was going on.
They had been driven out of Manhattan, but they were not
as to disable it.
Tl;le two Harrys caught him at it and promptly threw him goin~ to be id!e for all that.
"We will be of more use up at Fort Washington than over
·
overboard.
To seize the boats almost under the guns of the ships was here," said Dick.
"Very true," said Bob.
a piece of daring seldom equalled.
"I thipk we will go up the river to-night, therefore."
The Liberty Boys accomplished it, however.
"And capture some redcoats on the way," chuckled Bob.
While the boys v:ere embarking, Dick and a rearguard held
"A very good idea, if t here are any to be captured."
the enemy in check.
"They might be patroling the river in their boats."
Muskets rattled and pistols crackled in the liveliest fashion.
"Yes, they might, but ·we are not sure of that."
The redcoats saw that the boys were not to be trifled with.
"We are sure of very little," put in Mark, "but we might!
Many a gap was made in their ranks, and they hesitated
have just such a chance as Bob st1gges!.s."
about pressing the young patriots too closely.
"If we do, you may be sure that we will make the most or
They thought that the capture of the boys was certain and
it," with a smile.
so came on less fiercely.

Then other ships came up the Hudson and landed a number
of troops, leaving their boats on shore fo charge of a small
detachment of sailors.
Dick had gathered the Liberty Boys together as soon as the
first ships went up the river.
That it was time for them to leave the city was apparent
to every one.
When the troops landed at the lower end of the city, Dick
marched his brave boys down Broadway as far as Partition
street.
It was below this point that the enemy had left their boats.
"We must get away at once, Bob," said Dick, "and I have
thought of a way of escape. It is a desperate one, but desperate cases require the same remedies."
The troops were at that moment seen coming up Broadway.
The Tory inhabitant were cheering the· British and hissing
the patriots.
Suddenly Tom Wright was seen gesticulating to the soldiers.
"Catch the rebels! Don't let them escape!" he yelled.
"Forward!" cried Dick, heading the boys down Partition
street. "Quick-march!"
The British, seeing them retreating, came hurrying on,
hoping to overtake them.
Down the street went the boys, the people of the section,
being mostly Tories, hissing them.
The British followed, a crowd of Tories joining them.
Dick told Bob his plan of escape and sel1t him ahead.
There was really no time to lose.
The Liberty Boys went running down the street, Dick in
the l'ear, covering their retreat.
The redcoats pursued them hotly, while the Tory residents
discharged pistols and hurled bricks and other mis::;iles at
them from the windows.
Dick turned and fired, bringing a redcoat low.
Bullets flew about him, and a brick narrowly missed his
head.
OJ'\ the run went the boys till they reat:hed the river.
"To the boats!" cried Dick. "To the enemy's boats!"
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As it began to grow dark, the boat s were hauled out and
the Libert y Boys embarked.
.
.
The boats moved quiet ly and steadily up the n ver m the
darkness, the boys keeping u p a sharp lookout f1S they went
on.
When it was quite dark , the boys having been fo r some
time on the river, Dick said to Bob, who was in the boat
next to his:
"I see lights up the river. We are approaching Bloomingdale. I think the British ships must be anchored there."
"Then we must get by them and capture some r edcoats if
we can."
"If there are any about."
The boats went on as silently as possible, the boys t aking
care not to make any more noise in r owing than was absolutely necessary.
At length Dick said:
"Bob?"
"Yes?"
"I see lights on the water. There are boats out."
·
"Good!"
. CHAPTER XVI.
AN ADVENTURE ON THE RIVER.

Dick called all the boats together by signals.
Then he said to those nearest him, they passing the word
on:
"We must try and captur e one or more of those boats and
their crews."
"It will be a fin e thing to do," said Mark.
The boats then moved on swif tly and silently, the ships'
lights and the lights on the boats being now seen more distinctly.
Silently and swiftly the boats moved on close to the shore.
They were in deep shadow and could not be distinguished.
Dick knew just where they were and could call up one or
more in a moment.
The cry of a night bird, the chirp of a cricket, the croak
of a frog or other natural sounds would do this.
These were all signals, and the boys had a perfect code of
them which was well understood b'y all.
On went the boats, and soon two of the enemy's boats were
seen heading toward the ships.
Each carried a lantern swung from an oar held upright.
They were both long boats, each capable of holding from a
·dozen to twenty men.
The capture of ho.th of them, or even of only OJl.e, under
the guns of the warships would be a great accomplishment.
At a signal from Dick, four of the boats moved out from
the rest.
The two long boats had not yet gone far from the shore.
Dick signaled to the other boats to get between the enemy's
boats and their ships.
Then the four boats selected moved forward rapidly toward
the long boats.
Their lanterns would 11.ot cast a light very far upon the
wat er, and they served as guides to the boys.
The greater part of the boats got between the ships and
the shor e.
Then Dick's flotilla shot suddenly forward.
Two of his boats were to run alongside one of the others.
All at once there was a swift rush through the water.
"Hello, ahoy! Who is that?"
Each long boat sudde•ly had two others alongside, OlJ.e on
each bow.
Then the lanterns were suddenly thrown into the water.
They floated for a moment and then sank with a hiss.
"Make a sound and you are dead men," said Dick.
"Keep quiet or it will be the worse for you!" hissed Bob.
Mark and Ben, heading the other two boats, hissed similar
injunctions to the crew of the other long boat.
Then both were h eaded up stream.
The rowers suddenly found pistols placed to their heads
and were told to keep rowing.
A midshipman in one of •the boats suddenly shouted:
"Asia, ahoy! We are beset by rebels!"
Dick's boat suddenly shot forward.
In a moment the middy was hauled from his place and
thrown ove¥board.
Then Dick's reserve boats which had cut the long boats
came up, and the two were surrounded.

Then the whole fleet proceeded up the river, and the bluejackets found themselves prisoners.
There was some struggling, but the Liberty Boys knew
just where every one was and there was no confusion on their
part .
Ther e were confused sounds from the ships, and lights
flashed along the rail.
1
Then shouts were heard, and the middy who had been
thrown into the river shouted in reply.
Some of the bluejackets made so much disturbance that they
were thrown into the river without ceremony.
Then the Liberty Boys, having no longer any cause for
silence, uttered a tremendous cheer and rowed lustily.
"You sailors will not be made prisoners of nor mjured "
said Dick, "but if you make trouble you will be treated with
scant ceremony."
.
The sailors were quiet after this.
·
The boys proceeded a mile or two farther up the river, and
then the crews of the captured boats were put on shore to
make their way back as best they might.
There was a good deal of grumbling, but Dick did not want
prisoners, and he could make use of the boats.
Then tpe boys went on and ·went ashore just below Fort
Washington .
Soon after daybreak they hauled the boats on shore and
went up to the fort.
They were joyfully received and asked many questions.
Dick told how he had escaped and related his adventure
of the night.
The boats were of use, and the soldiers thought all the more
of them because they had been captured from the enemy.
The Liberty Boys were glad to be among friends and made
them rapidly.
There was plenty of work to be done also.
The enemy had thrown two lines across the island from
river to river, the Americans being encamped on Harlem
plains.
To prevent the British and Hessians from advancing vigilance must be exercised.
As soon as the Liberty Boys could get their horses from
W estch~ster they could be made most effective.
Mean.time, however, they could do good work.
General Washington placed perfect confidence in Dick
Slater and his Liberty Boys.
Upon hearing that Dick had arrived from the city, he sent
for the young captain.
"Good morning, Dick," he said, when the boy was admitted
to his presence.
"Good morning, your excellency. You sent for me?"
"Yes. You escaped from the city in good order?"
"We did, your excellency, but it was a fierce retreat. We
got away in the enemy's boats."
"Very good, Dick."
"And captured two more on the river, with their crews."
"Well done, Dick. Now there is more work for your Liberty Boys."
"We are ready to do whatever we are •called upon to do,
·your excellency."
"I want you to watch the southern edge of Harlem plains
and keep the enemy in check in case they attempt to advance."
·
"We will do so, your excellency," and, saluting, Dick withdrew.
When he told Bob, Mark and some others of their new mission, they were g r eatly delighted.
"Now we will have something to do," said Bob.
"I don't think we have been idle since the battle of Long
Island, Bob," said Mark with a smile.
"Well, then, we'll have more to do."
They took up their position on the plains that day, put up
their tents and made themselves comfortable.
The boys y.rere all pleased at the prospect of having active
work, and they all employed themselves in getting ready fo1·
it.
Dick kept a close watch upon the enemy, and his vigilance
met with its reward.
Early the next morning he detected a large detachment of
the ~nemy trying to make an advance.
He at once aroused the brave :youths, alld they rushed furiously to the attack.
They met the enemy at the mouth of a deep and narrow
gorge at the southern end of the plains.
They at once pressed forward and attacked the redcoats
vi.irorously.

"'
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'and at length even hear the cry of a watchman as he went
slowly on his way,
The ships had left their ancho rage in t he lower river, and
had either gone back to Governor's Island or proceeded farther up stream.
It was now quite late, for he had been in no hurry to reach
the city.
Dropping dovm to the neighborhood of Trinity Church, the
lines of which he could see from the river, he at length
CHAPTER XVII.
made a landing.
DICK GOES TO THE CITY.
There had been a great fire in the city since he had left it,
and much of the river front below the new church was a
I
·
There were several skirmishes within the next few days, mass o:f ruins.
This section afforded a good hiding place, for there would
the patriots being generally successful.
Then the British lines were firmly established, the Amer- be no need of watching it.
Securing his boat, Dick made his way past the ruins toward
icans fortified the Heights strongly, and the plains became
Broaaway.
the debatable ground between the two camps.
P r esently he heard footsteps , and then a dark form loomed
The Liberty Boys had their horses again and could move
up a few yards distant and a husky voice asked:
about with great rapidity.
"ls that you, Jim? No watchmen about, are they?"
It was undoubtedly the aim of the British to possess themDick at once knew the man to .be either a night prowler
selves not only of the city, but of the whole of Manhattan.
The American strongholds at the northern end must, there- or a fugitive from justice, making this region his hiding
place.
fore, be subjected.
"No, it ain't, Jim, it's somebody else," he answiered in the
Against these their next move would undoubtedly be made.
To ascertain just what the enemy intended doing, the com- same tone. "I don't want to see a watchman no more'n you
do."
mander-in-chief determi:ra.ed to send spies to the city.
.
"H'm! What's yer lay?"
Dick Slater had already given entiire satisfaction in this ca"Findin' a place to sleep. What with sogers an' con stables,
pacity.
The general-in-chief therefore decided to employ him again. a cove can't get no rest of a night."
"Huh! Yer don't know the holes."
Dick had his inst ructions to proceed to New York, learn
"Mebby I don't."
all he could within a reasonable time and then return.
"Then ye' re not in the priggin' line ?"
His stay was not limited, but the sooner he got through and
"No, there's nothing ter prig in here."
made his report the better.
" 'Cept when a cove with his pockets full an' his heud empty
He was going alone, as he could work more rapidly that
way and there would not be the same danger of discovery as comes through, an' then there's fat pickin's sometimes."
"Yes, mebby there is. Shi There's a watchman."
if more of the boys were at work.
The .-ream of a lantern could be seen and a hea.vy footstep
The lines were drawn tightly across the island, but Dick
•
heard l!'oming down the des erted street. /
had no fear of getting through them.
"So they is; this way, ole pal; I'll find yer a snug J:>unk
There were the boats they had ·captured, to begin with.
By dropping down the :d ver at night he could slip ashore wh~re neither sogers nor constables can find yer. Yer've a
unobserved in the morning, abandon his boat or hide it and few ha'pence fur a pot o' old ale, I reckon?"
"Ha'pense? Where'd I get ha'pence? Kicks, more like."
then proceed.
"Well, come on or the cove wi' the lantern'll flash us."
Thinking over the different means of entering, he at last
The thief then led the way into a nook among blackened
concluded to adopt this method. ·
Disguising himself in ordinary clothes, he entered the boat walls where Dick found two or three evil-looking men sitting
Tom came along, caught sight of Dick and said:
some time after dark and glided down the river.
·
·
The enemy's ships were still anchored off Bloomingdale and food.
"A dangerous company," he thought, "but no more so than
were probably keeping a watlch on river and shore.
'l"he middy he had thrown overboard would, no doubt, be watchmen, and, at any rate, I'm in the city."
glad to catch him, but Dick had other plans.
He rowed at a moderate speed for some time, being ha no
great hurry.
CHAPTER XVIII.
Nearing Bloomindale, he saw the lights on the ships and
a number almost on the water.
AN UNFORTUNATE INTERRUPTION.
These belonged to boats and moved about, the others beThe men about the fire were footpads, tramps and crim\
ing fixed.
The enemy's boats were watching the river, and he must inals of the lowest grade.
The men, after finishing their pipes, curled themselves up
be cautious.
Rowing slowly and steadily and making no noise with his in corners and went to slee11.
One or two newcomers arrived, but these paid no attention
1 oars, he kept close in toward shore where the shadows were
to Dick and were soon asleep like the rest.
deepest.
At daybreak Dick arose and left the place, easily finding
Nearer and nearer he came to the boats which seemed to
•
his way out and to the street.
be coming together.
Finding a quiet tavern near the Bowling Green, he engaged
The current was strong, and presently he drew in his oars
a room, went to bed and slept till noon.
·
with no noise and lay in the bottom of the boat.
Going out upon the street, he walked up Broadway, meetOn it went past one of the enemy's boats and betwee:a. two
ing Tom Wright near John street.
others.
Dick's appearance was so altered that Tom did not know
"Hello, there's a boat adrift," he heard some one say.
him.
"Bettier 'go after it."
"If he fails to recognize me, I think I am safe enough,"
"Go after it yourself; you're nearer than we are."
Meanwhile Dick's boat was drifting st eadily down the river. was his thought.
At Ube new church he saw Charity in a carriage, but, alBy the time one of the middies concluded to go after it, and
he was Dick's old acquaintance, the boat was out of reach. though she looked straight at him, did not know him.
At the Common he saw a group of British officers engaged
"Let it go,'' he muttered, after pulilng a few strokes. "It's
in conversation, and stood near enough to them without atprobably nothing but an old tub."
tractiiig attention.
The other middies were as indifferent as he was.
Their talk had no interest for him, however, being entirely
Th P boat with Dick in it floated on, therefore, and in five or
on personal matters.
six minutes Dick sat UJ? and continued his rowing.
After waiting some little time, and seeing that it was not
Gliding farther and farther away from the ships, he continued on his way down the river, now rowing and now drift- likely to tura into other channels, he went away.
He was more likely to obtain information in some of the
ing with the stream.
Past field and farm, past little villages and along wooded j taverns in the lower part of the city, and thither he took hia
heights he drifted, getiting nearer and nearer the city as the way.
At Fraunces' tavern, on Pearl street, he saw a number of
time went on.
At last he could see the lights of the city in the distance, British and Hessian officers si~ at the winciowa.
"Charge, Liberty Boys !" cried Dick. "Down with the redcoats! Fire!"
At once there was a roar, and th ~ enemy fell back at the
shock inflicted by the gallant young patriots.
Then the boys followed up their advantage and the enemy
were routed.
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He entered and took a seat in a qui~t corner near a group
of officers who were discussing the ~tuation of affairs.
These were talking of a rumored expedition to Westchester,
and Dick was greatly interested.
While he was listening attentively, without appearing to
do so, Tom Wright entered and took a seat near him.
He seemed to know some of the officers, and spoke to them
in the impudent manner which characterized him.
"Well, gentlemen, are there any new movements against
the rebels?" he askep.
·
"Nothing that we care to discuss, my boy," said one, carelessly.
·
"Oh, you needn't be afraid of me. I'm a loyal subject."
"That may be, and yet one would not want to trust you
with important matters."
"Oh, I can keep my mouth shut," flippantly.
"It must be a new acquirement, then," said one.
"Boys are not usually admitted to the councils of men,"
added another.
"Some folks never know when they are in the way.''
"And hints are quite lost upon them.''
"Quite so; what they need is a kick."
"I don't think you are very courteous," snarled Tom in a
huff. "You visit our house, you make love to my sister, and
now you won't answer a civil question."
"I told you there was nothing which we cared to discuss,"
said tl~e senior of the party. "That should be sufficient."
Tom glanced over at Dick, but still failed to recognize him.
Two or three of the party arose and moved toward the door.
The rest began to smoke long clay pipes and ignored the
young royalist.
At last, seeing that he was snubbed, he called for a mug of
punch and a pipe and gave himself up to the.occupation of enjoying himself, if it could be called enjoyment for one of his
age.
- Seeing that there was nothing more to be learned in that
qua1ter, Dick arose and left the place.
·
"Impudent young meddler!" he muttered. "I might have
learned more if he had not came in. However, what I have
learned ~of importance."
On the corner of Beaver and Broad streets he saw the three
officers who had recently left the tavern.
Standing close to them without attracting notice, he heard
enough to satisfy him that some important movement against
th.a patriots was on foot.
While he was listening attentively he heard a footstep behind him.
·
Tom Wright was coming.
"I wish that boy would stay in one place for half an hour,"
thought .Dick.
Whether Tom had been put out of the tavern or had left
of his own will, he could not tell, of course, but here the fellow was, at all events.
Tom came along, caught sight of Dick; and said:
"It's a funny thing that I always find you listening. By
George, I believe you're a spy!"
At this moment the three officers turned.
Dick at once slipped away.
"Who's that?" asked the officers.
"That young fellow is homespun. Hallo there, stop that
fellow! He's a spy!"
There were some soldiers coming along the .street.
These seized- upon an entirely innocent person, while Dick
went on quietly, but rapidly turned into an alley and was lost
to sight.
"That Jsn't the fellow," said Tom, coming up. "You've let
him go, and he is one of the cleverest spies the rebels have."
"Dick Slater, do you mean?" asked one.
"Yes, Dick Slater. I recognized him and tried to stop him,
but you let him go. This fellow is nobody.''
Tom had not recognized Dick, but· a lie of greater or less
size was nothing to him.
"Oh, am I?" snorted the man who had been seized. "And
who are you, pray? The son of a rich man and a rebel if
ru~or is to be believed. A nobody, eh? Why, you little
whippersnapper, I could buy you and your father and not
feel it no more than losing a ha'penny. A nobody indeed!"
"You got in the way and let Dick Slater, the rebel spy
escape, you old fool, and you ought--"
'
A stunning box on the ear and then a slap on the cheek
brought Tom's uncomplimentary remarks to a sudden termination.
·
. Then he beat a hasty retreat, fer the angry citizen sec ..1ed
disposed to continue hostilities.
Meanwhile Dick had disappeared and pursuit was vain.

/

"He didn't know me, but it spoiled my plan just the same,"
said Dick.
However, he had learned more and could give important
fidvice to the patriots from what he had learned.
,_
"I m ight not learn any more if I remained here 2. week,"
he thought, "and that ninny might get in my way again if
I remained."
He resolved to leave the city at once. therefore.
The expedition was to be made very shortly, if at all, and
it was necessary that he should get away without delay.
He had paid his score at the tavern and did not need to go
there again.
Making his way to where he had left the boat, he found
that it had been taken.
"I might have known it," he said. '1Vlell, there are more
ways than one of•getting away, and I am not to be stopped.''
As he had no boat and no horse there was nothing for it
for Dick except to walk.
That was no hardship, however, for he was young and
strong and could walk a dozen miles at a streti;h and scarcely
feel it.
He thereuoon made his way to Broadway and set out toward the dommon, turning off toward the west when he
reached Murray street.
At dusk he reached a tavern not far from the lower lines.
Here he heard loud laughter and entered.
There was a drunken soldier in the taproom amusing the
company by his maudlin ways.
He made witty speeches, and he sang snatches of songs,
greatly to the delight of the company.
.
"I'm a king's officer," he said, "a corporal of the guard. I
know the countersign, and I'm not afraid of any man. I
fought at Fontenoy, and I was at the siege of 'Cairo. I'm an
old soldier, and I f ear no man.''
"Attention!" said Dick, going over to where the man sat.
"Corporal of the guard, give the countersign!"
The drunken corporal saluted and i:;aid:
"Manhattan, captain. It's a barbarous word, but we're a
civilized people and we'll make it our own."
"Corporal, you've been drinking. Stop it or I'll have you
put in the guardhouse."
"Yes, sir!" and the corporal saluted and sat bolt upright.
"Come with me. You should be in better companv. The
general himself is none too ·goo'd for you."
The befuddled corporal followed Dick to a private room,
evidently taking him for some one in authority.
Dick got him to the private room, and here the corporal
became qiuet and fell asleep in five minutes.
"I'll make use of you. corporal," said Dick. "You are
likely to get into the guardhouse, anyhow, so the loss of your
uniform doesn't matter."
•
He got off the fellow's coat, put it over his own, took the
corporal's hat and then left.
.
Having the countersign, he passed the lines without difficulty.
.
Having passed the lower lines, Dick went on at a good
swinging gait.
It was a good walk to Harlem plains, but Dick did not mind
that.
In good time he reached the upper lines, gave the countersign and was passed.
·
"Where are you going, corporal?" asked the sentry.
"I'm going to see the prettiest girl you ever saw, and if the
enemy doesn't catch me, I'll be back to-morrow morning.
Keep mum.''
When well beyond the lines he took off the corporal's coat
and hat, made them into a compact bundle and hid them in
the bushes.
Then he went on and finally reached his own lines.
The inforn1ation he had obtained was most important.
It refened to a meditated attack uppn White Plains.
Acting upon it, the commander-in-chief sent a force up to
the village and the Liberty Boys formed a part of it.
In the engagement that followed they did good work and
received praise from every one.
In the subsequent skirmishes and at last, at the battle of
Fort Washington, when the Americans were finally driven
out of Manhattan, they also distinguished themselves.
Dick saw Charity Wri,ght many times after that, and at
the conclusion of the war she married one of the Liberty
Boys, having remained a patriot in spite of everything.
Next week's issue will contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS
WITH HAND 'S RIFLEMEN; OR, THE FLIGHT OF THE
HESSIANS."
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The Travels of Tom Train
OR

HUNTING DOWN HIS ACCUSER'
By RALPH MORTON
(A SERIAL STORY)

· CHAPTER I.
THE ACCUSATION AND THE ARREST.

"How is that, Tom?"
"A little too high, Mr. Williams. Your guard
should be lower, and your right arm shoµld be constantly playing over your chest and your abdomen.
A stiff guard makes an awkward boxer. When
your guard is easy and constantly on the move, you
are rea'dy to defend yourself from a blow coming
from any angle. Then, too, your right foot is too
straight to aff~rd support if you wish to make either
a rapid advance or retreat. Remember to keep your
right foot at right angles with your left one, and in
that manner you will always have a firm support
behind you to offset a blow or to give proper power
to a short-arm jolt."
It was early evening in the month of November,
and the gymnasium of the Bon Ton Athletic Club,
one of the swell organizations of that kind, and one
of the largest in the city of New York, was filled
with youthful members, who were practising all
sorts of exercises under the eyes of several instructors, and receiving lessons in boxing and wrestling.
Tom Train, seventeen years old, not above the
middle height, but remarkably broad shouldered and
very deep chested, was an assistant instructor in the
big gymnasium, and the youngest one employed
there in that capacity.
As he stood there in the blaze of the electric light,
his big chest swelling out grandly, his thick neck
sioping into his shoulders, his legs planted with the
solidity of stone columns, and the muscles playing
up and down his arms with each movement, he
looked more like a wrestler than a boxer in build,
but that he could ~par with astonishing skill more
than one too eager member could testify. He was a
manly looking boy, and with his blue eyes, fair skin
and light hair, he was fit to stand as a model of a
young American athlete.
He had gone in for athletics as a profession, and
the salary he receiv~d from the Bon Ton Athletic
Club sufficed to support both himself and his widowed mother.
The boxing lesson went on, many members looking on with interest, and commenting on the sound-

ness of the suggestions that Tom threw out from
time to time, as taught the wealthy young clubman.
At length Mr. Williams declared that he was
ti.red, and at once departed for his show;~r bath and
his rub down at the hands of an attenda t.
Tom reported to the manager, and th t person at
once set him to work giving lessons in wrestling, in
which he was just as proficient as he was in the art
of boxing~
So a half hour or more slipped by, and then Mr.
Williams came out of · his dressing-room with an
anxious sxpression on his face, crossed the big gymnasium floo1· to where the manager was standing,
and said:
aMr. 1 Hyde, I regret to say that I've met with
a loss."
Manager Hyde looked up.
"What kind of a loss, Mr. Williams?"
"I've been robbed!"
"Here?"
"Yes."
Manager Hyde looked grave, for he was responsible for all that took place in the gymnasium.
"Speak low, Mr. Williams," he said, drawing him
to one side, "and please tell me all about it."
"I am as much to blame as anyone," said the
young clubman. "This noon, when I was about to
leave home, my mothel' gave me a packet containing
jewelry and also her bankbook with a deposit of a
thousand dollars in it, and asked me to attend to the
matter for her. I promised to do so, but on the way
down town I met some fellows I know, and they
made me go into their club with them to talk over
certain matters, and before I had noticed how the
time was flying it was past the hours for banking.
Now, when I found that out, I should have put the
whole business, money and jewelry, in the safe in
the name of one of my friends, but I was careless
enough to keep everything in my pocket and come
here with them.
"Even that would not have been so bad if I had
been thoughtful enough to put the things away in
my locker when I changed my clothes, but what I
did do, foolishly enough, was to throw my overcoat
over the back of a chair, and in the inner right-hand
pocket of the garment was the money and the jewels.
I deserve to lose them for my careles~ness."
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"That is true," admitted the manager; "but the and I'm going to tell what I saw. I was passing
whole matter may be a mistake, after all. . Let us through the dressing-room shortly a:(ter Mr. Williams came in, and saw one of the instructors standsee what can be done."
He stepped forward and touched a button that ing near where the coat lay over the back of a chair,
and a minute later, when I was coming back through
rang a loud gong.
This was the signal that summoned all the instruc- the room, I saw this same party put something in
tors and the attendants or rubbers, as they were his locker."
called, to the center of the floor.
"Who was the instructor?"
There was a moment of intense silence, and then
In response to the well-known signal, they all
dropped whatever they happened to be doing at the the young man who had given the information said:
"I'd rather not say, if it can be helped. Perhaps he
time, and walked to the middle of the big room.
Tom Train suspended his wrestling lesson, and will be -sensible enough to put the stuff back when
walked to the middle of the floor with the rest. The he hears this."
"This is all very creditable to you, Harvey D".le,"
club members, wondering what was the matter,
crowded up on all sides, and Manager Hyde had a said the manager, "but I can take no chances in a
considerable audience when he said:
case like this. Who was it?"
"I have called all of you employcl!s here because
"It was Tom Train."
something has happened that reflects on the good
The blood rushed to the head and face of the astonname of the Bon Ton Athletic Club in general, and ished young instructor, and for a moment he stood
on the reputation of the gymnasium in particular. like a boy in a dream, scarcely comprehending the
Mr. Williams left his coat over the back of a chair full significance of the words uttered by Harvey
in the dressing-room instead of putting it away, as Dale. He was an honest and upright youth, who
he should have done, and money and jewelry to a had led an absolutely blameless life, and the accusalarge amount have disappeared from the inside tion fairly stunned him.
pockets. I want you all to have a hunt for it, and I
A mist seemed to swim before his eyes, and for a
trust that you will find it. Now, stand still, all of moment he could not see or hear, and then he became
you, while I ask Mr. Williams some questions in conscious of the assembled ring of clubmen, and also
regard to the matter."
heard their expressions of surprise that he should
Then he turned to the young clubman:
turn out to be the thief, and then, carried with a
"You threw the coat over a chair when you were sudden and uncontrollabJe passion of rage and redressing?"
sentment he leaped forward toward his accuser and
"Yes."
with a straight left that was backed with all his
"And then came in here at once?"
weight, he knocked him down.
"I did."
"Were all of the attendants and instructors here
then who are present now?"
OUR HERO F ~NDS A FRIEND IN THE PRECINT STATIONMr. Williams looked carefully over the group.
HOUSE-THE ESCAPE.
"Yes."
"Positive?"
In an instant the room was in an uproar.
"Sure."
Twenty different people spoke at once, and the
The manager turned to the employees.
"You all understand·what that implies," he sternly excitement ran high as Tom Train stood over his
said. "You were all in the rooms at the time, and prostrate accuser, his fists clenched and his blue eyes
you are all here now. I ain not disposed to be hard fairly blazing with wrath.
with a man who may have yielded to sudden tempt~ . ThP manager, a powerful man, sprang forward
tion, but I would have no mercy on any of you who and caught the boy by the arm, at the same time
would keep your mouth closed after you had been saying:
"This is no way to clear yourself, if you are not
given a chance to speak."
The attendants and instructors all looked at one guilty."
The words brought Tom to his senses, and he stood
another and the assembled club members began to
back and allowed Harvey Dale to get upon his feet,
murmur' among themselves.
"This sort of thing never happened before."
which the latter did, rubbing his head :where the
"No, there never was a theft in the club before." blow had landed.
"I hope they'll find the thief."
"I beg your pardon, Mr. Hyde," he said, "and also
"They've got to, or the security of the club is the pardon of aH these gentlemen, but if you were
accused of such a thing you might act rashly, too.
gone."
Manager Hyde ran his eyes over the assembled It is hardly necessary for me to say that there is no
employees, and there was an anxio~s expression on truth in all this."
his face.
"I hope not," gravely said the manager. "Will
Suddenly one of the attendants spoke up:
you come with me at once and open ,your locker?"
"Mr. Hyde, I can't say that I know the thief, but I
(To be continued.)
want to protect the good name of the gymnasium,
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GOOD READI1VG
TO MELT SOUVENIR' COINS
As the result of governme nt officials confiscating
stocks of souveiir gold coins held by jewellers
througho ut the country, one New England manufacturer of these tokens has announced that he will
melt up his stock to avoid difficulties with the government. Recently several Chicago establishm ents
were raided by Federal officials, who removed all
stocks of gold coins imitating the eurrency of California in 1849, before that State entered the Union.
Under a decision in a test case on the Pacific
Coast it was held illegal to manufact ure these coins
in less than 24 carat weight, which was the weight
·
of .the originals.

$7.50 for grown wolves and $3 for cubs. This is
paid in addition to the county bounty of $7 .50 for
grown wolves and $1 for cubs.
FORTUN E LAY IN ROAD
Owen K. Schultz, accompanied by his son, Chester, while traveling between their home at Niantic,
Pa., and the batik, lost an old satchel containin g
thousands of dollars in cash and securities which
he was conveying to the institutio n for patrons
along the line. , When they alighted from their
buggy to attend t~ directors' weekly session the
satchel was missing and a searching party retraced
the road traveled in vain.
Until 6 :30 o'clock in the evening the satchel was
lying along the side of the main highway between
Bechtelsville and Boyertow n. Then Dr. M. B.
Oberholtzer, of Boyertow n, who was returning
from a call, hotked it and brought it to his office,
where it again laid for three hours more until he
overheard a conversat ion about a loss. This caused
him to investiga te and he found he had thrown
nearly $2,000 in currency and several times more
than that amount in checks and other securities
loosely al;iout his office. Officers of the bank were
notified and the satchel returned.

ISSUED 6,000,000 BIBLES
The annual report of the American Bible Society,
just issued, shows that the last has been a recordbreaking year for the society. More than 6,000,000 volumes of the Bible were issued. These have
been distribute d not only in this country but in
many foreign lands.
The society is the largest Bible publishin g agency
in this country. It alone has distribute d more
than 7,000,000 copies of the Bible to soldiers and
sailors of the Allies. The society has just celebrated its 103d anniversa ry, and during the cenN~W THINGS " .
tury has published more than 134,000,000 copies of
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Portugal has more than 4,000,000 acres of forests and is increasin g them by systemati c freeMONEY FOR WOLF BOUNTIES.
planting.
A simple wire frame has been patented for supM~re than $17,000 in back bounties on wolves is
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
FISH MOST PROLIFIC
The cod is estimated to yield 45,000,000 eggs each
season. As many as 8,000,000, 9,000,000 and even
9,500,000 eggs have been found in the roe of a
single cod. An eel was caught in Scotland some
years ago which contained upward of/ 10,000,000
eggs. This, however, would appear to have been
an exceptional find, and it is generally admitted
that the cod is more prolific than any other fish.
Though not equaling the cod, many kinds of fish
are exceedingly prolific. More than 36,000 eggs
have been counted in a herring, 38,000 in a smelt,
1,000,000 in a sole, 1,120,000 in a roach, 3,000,000
in a sturgeon, 342,000 in a ~arp, 383,000 in a tench,
546,000 in a mackerel, 992,000 in a perch, and 1,257,000 in a flounder.
The oyster is also very prolific. It has been ascertained by recent observation that in the liquor
of their shells small oysters can be seen by aid of
the microscope-120 in the space of an inch, covered
with shells, and swimming actively about. A herring weighing six or seven ounces is provided with
about 30,000 e?'gs. It_ has beell: estimated that in
three years a smgle pair of h~rrmgs w?uld pr~duce
154,000,000. Buffon calculated that, 1f a pair of
herrings could be left to breed and multiply undisturbed for a period of twenty years they would
yield an amount of fish equal in bulk to the globe.

are narrow strips, the amount is difficult to read and
is often an inconvenient sum, such as 1 ruble 37 1-2
kopecks.

ARCTIC SEEN AS LAND OF PLENTY
No need to worry about the price of beef or its
scarcity, is the message Vilhjalmur Stefansson, explorer, brings- from the Arctic regions. He proposes
to feed the world on venison from the reindeer and
musk ox.
After a stay of five and a half years in the Arctic
Circle, a longer time than any other explorer has
spent in that latitude, Stefansson will place before
the Governments of the United States and Canada
a plan for the development of new resources.
To a company of prominent San Franciscans, who
welcomed him at luncheon in the St. Francis Hotel,
he outlined his plans. He said:
"The great pasture lands of 'the world will be
found, not many years hence, in the far north. Already the industry of grazing is beyond the experimental stage and reindeer steaks are being sold in
London in competition with beef, and at a good
fit
t
.
.
.
.
.
pr?, ·
Th~ r.emdeer herd.s are mcreasmg rapi~1y, bu
there 1s mom for a bemendou_s developmen~ of the
also will become a big asset
industry. The musk
if propagated.
RUSSIAN MONEY, BOLSHEVIK STYLE.
"Few people can tell the meat from beef. They
The money now circulating in Russia consists produce a valuable wool as well as milk which does
largely of "Kerenki," or notes in the denomination not differ much from that of the cow.
"The musk ox is so tame in the wild state that
of 20 and 40 rubles. (A ruble is nominally worth
about 50 cents.) These, as described in a bulletin it is easily shot with a revolver and would be easily
of the United States Bureau of Foreign and Domes- domesticated. It is a grass eating animal and the
tic Commerce, are smaller than our ancient "shin- big plains of the north will support millions of
p!asters," bear neither number nor signature, are these animals.
printed in sheets like postage stamps, but their thin
"Jafet Lindeberg, of San Francisco, is already
edges are not perforated, so they are cut up with engaged in the shipment of reindeer meat to Engshears and sometimes with penknives.
land. It would probably have been on the San FranThe Soviet Government has issued between fifty cisco market by this time but for the lack of refrigbillion and sixty billion of these, although the. exact erator ships to bring it here.
amount is not known to the Soviet Government
"Those who regard the far north as a place of
itself. Besides the Kerenki there exists a great desolation do not understand its possibilities.
quantity of counterfeit, which it is impossible to
"People who live where the temperature goes to
distinguish.
50 below zero get the same beneficial and pleasant
There are also banknotes of 250, 500 and 1,000 effects from it that you get from a cold shower.
rubles, signed and numbered. The Liberty Loan
":Puring my last expedition we demonstrated
Bonds in denominations of 20, 40 and 100 rubles are
there is no food problem ifi the Arctic regions.
that
legal currency, but the people accept them unwillhad to do was to learn how to live off the
we
All
ingly. The coupons of many loans and issues of
country.
banks also circulate, and there is an index showing
"The last of the stories about the suffering and
which are legal and which not, but there is such a
multiplicity of them and it is scarcely practicable to starvation of exploring parties has probably been
consult the index every time one has to pay for a written. That is generally regarded as one of the
cab or a cigar. The people don't like these, as they important results of Illf last expedition."
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swered, as she cast another glance at me. "lt may
be so."
"That be Mistress Maud of the light-house. Ben't
she a stunner ?"
By Col. Ralph Fenton
"I'm blest if she ain't. What sort of a chap might
husband be?"
her
lot,
bad
a
'were
coast
English
The smuggle rs of the
ain't got no mate now. He went adrift
"She
of
worst
the
were
l
Cornwal
of
coast
the
and those on
years agone."
them all.
I did not ask any more questions about the woman
The coast-gu ards couldn't make any haul of them,
that hint; and I was soon. pitching into the
after
off,
them
beat
or
them,
ged
as the smuggle rs humbug
bread and cheese and ale.
j ust as they pleased.
The liquor did not appear to have any effect on
In one of the fights between the crew of a revenue
Peter, while I seemed to feel it in the usual
old
night,
dark
a
cutter and the Cornwall smuggle rs on
the captain of the vessel was shot down,· together manner.
I played drunk, and I was soQn snoring away on a
with several of his men.
,
bench.
had
Captain Williams, whether dead or alive,
the fox at first, r was soon actually
playing
While
been borne off by the smugglers.
and very much against my
dreams,
of
land
the
in
wealthy
very
a
was
who
The young sailor's father,
Liverpool merchan t, offered a large reward for ·the will at that.
I slept the sleep of the weary, and it was some
rescue of his son, or for the recovery of his body, if
before I awoke.
hours
he were dead.
that awakeni ng was caused by the rattle of
And
jogged
I
On a fine evening, in the fall of the year,
weapons, and the
into the fishing village within a mile of the spot firearms, the clashing of steel
struggle .
deadly
a
shouts of men engaged in·
where the fight had taken place.
into the darkout
rushed
I
door,
the
to
g
Springin
It was a 'wild spot, indeed, with rock-bound coast,
from whence
spot
the
toward
along
ran
and
ness,
out
tall cliffs, and dangerous-looking reefi:\ jutting
d.
proceede
into the sea.
strife
the sounds of
The smuggle rs were engaged in a fearful strugBefore entering ~he ·village, I perceived a li~htthe crew of a revenue
house some two !mles to the west, a~d a weird,
1~t ith the coast- g uards and
g
from
up
loommg
be,
to
d
appeare
it
e
structur
ghastly
.
· cu er.
the rocks on the margin of a little bay.
rs, an active
smuggle
the
of
one
for
me
Taking
mustall
a
ered
encount
I
tavern
the
entering
On
me, and, before I
cular woman, who was enveloped from head to feet young sailor sprung out to meet me a s_evere blow
dealt
he
att~ck,
the
off
ward
could
.
in a loose waterpr oof cloak or wrapper
end of his c\ltlass.
One glance alone at the woman was sufficient to across the forehead with the flat
cut the skii;i, ~nd
had
forehead
The blow on the
tell that she wa.s not one of the "common lot" in the
nearly blmdmg
eyes,
my
into
down
flo~ed
blood
the
neighborhood.
.
.
trme.
The woman was about to pass out as I entered the me for th~ng
the cutgraspmg
still
and
feet,
my
to
Struggli
d
addresse
and
instant
the
tavern but she turned on
I were
if
as
me
around
those
at
me in ~brupt, yet somewh at musicai tones, saying: lass, I slashe.d away
flght.
of
fury
the
with
d
possesse
"Where are you bound for, old sailor?"
When I opened my eyes again, I found myself in
"I'm bound for Liverpool, but I'm almost
lighted cha:mber, or rather cavern, and sevdimly
a
stranded ," I replied.
stretche d around
The woman put her hand in,to her pocket, drew eral other wounded men were lying
forth a half crown, and handed it to me as she said: me on cots.
My companions in misfortu ne were smuggle rs.
"That will help you a little. I can't afford any
The first person my eyes rested on on awaking
more."
the leader of the smuggle rs, who was standing
was
the
accepted
I
and
I thanked her, sailor-fashion,
over my cot.
gift.
"How do you feel now, old mate?" he asked, as
to?"
go
to
"Have you no relatives
·
"I haven't a relative in the world that I knows on." he gave me a cooling drink.
d, as if I
answere
I
before
head
and
face
my
I felt
"Rest here for a day or two, and I will see you
pain.
from
g
sufferin
was
again. Peter, I will settle for the old sailor."
I soon fell into a sound slumber , and when I
The last words were addresse d to the man of the
find myself, but rehouse, who was a rough-looking old fellow, rigged awoke again, where should I
of the village
barroom
the
in
stools
two
dining on
up in half-sailor, half-fish erman costume.
"Very right, Mistress Maud," was the old man's tavern?
The old landlord was standing behind the little
reply. "He's a welcome here as long as you say so,
and he hailed me with a pleasant smile, saying :
bar,
but--"
"You've had a long sleep, mate. What will you
The uncouth landlord went to the door and whis·
take now?"
pered some words to the woman.
my surprise , the
over
get
or
reply
could
I
Before
anshe
"Then you ne.ed not shut your eyes,"
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door was burst in, and a naval officer rushed in, fol- into an inner or smaller chamber or cavern, saying:
lowed by half a dozen sailors, with drawn cutlasses. "You will remain here for the present."
"Here's one of them," cried one of the sailors, as
Before I had time to look around me, a pale-faced
he sprung at me and seized me by the collar. "This young woman flung herself before the woman, and
is the old rascal who knocked me down last night." cried: .
They hurried me down to the beach, flung me head
"For mercy sake, mother, release him-release
foremost into their boat, and they pulled off to the him! He is dying! he is dying!"
revenue cutter.
"Let him die," hissed the elder woman. "He will
How could I obtain a brief i~terview with the never leave this place, except as your husband."
captain of the cutter without betraying myself to
Maud Jones then walked over to a rude bed in a
his officers and crew?
corner of the apartment, and addressed a pale-faced
Pretending to be dreadfully frightened, I fell upon young man lying there, crying in fierce tones :
my knees before the captain, and cried:
"Scoundrel, will you marry my daughter?"
"Oh, captain, captain, if you'll spare my life, I'll
"Never, as I have told you before," replied a faint
give you information about my mates. Let me voice.
have a private .confab with you, I implore you."
The prisoner was young Captain Williams, of the
The shrewd revenue officer interpreted my mean- revenue cutter, and the. very man whom I was risking, and we were soon in secret consultation, as I ing my, life to rescue.
found it an easy matter to prove to him that I was
Springing on the woman, I seized her hands, and
cruising in the same channel.
attempted to force her back on the bed, as I cried:
Half an hour after our consultation, the cutter's
"Get up, Captain Williams, and help me to subdue
anchor was weighed, and I was swimming toward this virago. I am your friend."
the beach, in the direction of the light-house.
Even though I knew that my life was in deadly
As I neared the sh9re, I saw a figure walking
I hesitated to strike at the woman who had
peril,
along the beach toward the light-house, and I inme in my disguised character; but
befriended
twice
stantly recognized it as that of the strange-looking
it was impossible to overpower
that
found
soon
I
woman who had befriended be at the inn.
forth all my strength and skill.
putting
by
except
her
With only a portion of my head above the surShe then sprung at me like a tigress, and clutched
face, I could see her watching the cutter with in- me by the throat, as she cried:
tense interest, and I could hear her mutter aloud:
"Now, I will strangle the life out of you, you old
"The old Philistine is sheering off now, but he is
Help, out there-help!"
pirate!
up to some new trick. Ah! what is that?"
were scarcely uttered, when half a
words
The
It was an alarm-gun fired from the cutter to give
as I took them to be, sprung in
smugglers,
dozen
warning that I had escaped.
door.
open
the
through
1
The strange-looking woman then darted up a
The smugglers, to my great surprise, sprung at
ladder placed against the side of the light-house,
her prisoner, while the leader
while I crawled out of the rocks without being per- the woman, and made
cried:
ceived by her.
"Captain Black, we've caught you at last."
From the muttered words that the woman had
My heart bounded with joy as I recognized the
dr opped, a suspicion flashed on my mind that she
as it was the stern old captain of the cutter
voice,
was connected ith the smugglers in some way.
spoke.
who
Darting out from the rocks, I sprang up the
Maud Jones, of the light-house, was no other than
ladder like a hunted being, and I soon found myself
brave and skillful leader of the smugglers, and
the
light-house,
the
of
top
the
at
apartment
in a small
she had been holding that position for more than
and confronting the strange-looking woman.
"What brings you here? Ah! I see you are the ten years, while she had charge of the government
light-house for fifteen years at least.
old sailor I saw in the tavern last night."
One year before my adventure her daughter had
"Yes-yes, good woman," I replied. "I have just
encountered young Captain Williams in a neighborescape from death."
"Come with me," she said, "and I will put you ing seaport town, and the young girl soon learned
where they will never find you, even though they to love the gay sailor, "not too wisely, but too well."
Maud Jones and her daughter were placed in jail
search this light-house."
the neighboring town; but the brave woman
in
to
well
look
"and
continued,
she
"Follow me,"
on the following night, and she was never
escaped
your steps."
seen on that coast. .
afterward
Descending by an iron ladder, the woman kept
Williams recovered from his
Captain
Young
on her course, and I followed after, the trap-door
made amends to the faithful
then
he
and
wounds,
spring.
secret
a
by
worked
if
as
us,
closing above
The bottom of the ladder was reached at length, girl who had sought in vain to rescue him, by makand then the woman stood in a narrow passage that ing her his lawful wife.
On searching the light-house, several thousand
seemed to be cut out of the solid rock.
of smuggled goods were found therein.
pounds
me
led
Jones
Maud
door,
secret
another
Opening
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that are being used by all the large companies have
here extended to the animals, and the tired mules
or horses that have worked all day in the tunnels
of a mine are refreshed by a bath that leaves them
relaxed and ready to rest. It has been found that
the animals that are taken care of, given a good
place to sleep and otherwise treated kindly last
much longer on the job and do better work. The
framework of the shower bath apparatus is like a
stall into which the mule is driven. From a water
pipe on top of the structure three sprays are placed
at equal distances, so that when the water is turned
on the animal's back is covered with spray. All
the dust from the coal is washed away, leaving the
beast fresh. At first the mules were somewhat
suspicious and fearful of this contriv:ance, but in
a very short time they needed no persuasion to
enter the stall for a shower.

168 West 23d St., N. Y.

GRINS AND CHUCKLES
GOOD CURRENT NEWS ARTICLES

He-Which do you prefer this weather-lemonad e
champagne? She-It all depends. He-On what?
or
Miss Rosa May Bowers, sixteen years old, of She-On who pays for it.
Richmond, Mo., recently earned $18 in a way that
was unusual but ~he will probably set no fashion
"How's things in Lonelyville ?" asked the fast
for other sixteen-year-old girls to follow. While farmer. "Everybody's on the jump," replied the secout walking she sq.w a young wolf at the entrance of ond farmer, proudly. "Then the automobiles have
a den, and after going for her grandfather's help, struck your town, too, have they?"
crawled into the den, capturing single-handed the
mother wolf and five little ones.
Afixious Mother-Are you better this morning,
darling? Small Invalid-I don't know. Is there any
Upon request of Eastern relatives of Fred Fisher, more jelly? Anxious Mother-No, dear; you ate the
an old man who was ·found dead in his shack in last of it yesterday. Small Invalid-Then I guess I
Colfax, Wash., recently, the place was visited with a am well enough to get up.
view of disposing of his few household belongings.
In taking the blankets from his bed an old tobacco
Magistrate (to prisoner)-Miserab le being, not
bag was found, which contained deposit slips for only have you robbed your employer of long years of
$1,500 and $155 in cash. Both slips were on a bank labor, but you have dissipated it in the wildest exin Delta County, one being for $1,000 and the other travagance. Prisoner-That is true, but I couldn't
for $500, and bearing date of May 6, 1908.
keep the stolen money; it weighed too heavily on
my conscience.
John Lamun, aged ninety-six, of Springfield, Ill.,
The secretary of New York's Fire Department reis an eccentric. F{ere's what he will and will not
at a dinner a fire story. "At the end of the
lated
Will
will.
never
he
says
do. Has never voted and
eat nothing that ever breathed life. E:eeps his first act of a drama," he said, "a man leaped hurried-·
clock three hours ahead of standard time. Will ly to his feet. 'I heard an alarm of fire,' he said. 'I
make no statement under oatii. Insist s the correct must go and see where it is.' His wife, whose hearway to spell his name is " Lamun," instead ol ing was less acute, made way for him in silence, and
"Lemon," as relatives claim is proper. And be- disappeared. 'It wasn't fire,' he said on his return.
cause of his eccentricities relatives attempted to 'Nor water, either,' said his wife coldly.''
have a conservator appointed for him. But County
A tourist coach was traveling in the West HighProbate Judge Jenkins ruled it unnecessary. A
son of Lamun's said his father has been doing 1 lands, and it was observed among the passengers
things according to customs of 1868, when a great that first, second and third-class ticket-holders were
change in his life began. In that year, the son sharing alike, and there was a feeling of discontent
said, a group of religious fanatics converted his growing among them, and complaints were being
made to the man in attendance. But a steep hill to
father.
climb was reached, and things were put to rights
One of the larg~ mining companies has installed again when the driver cried out: "First-class passerishower baths for its mules that work in the mines. gers keep your seats, second-class passengers get out
The ideas of hu.m ane treatment for the laborer and walk, third-class passengers get out and shove.''
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A FEW GOOD ITEMS
ling, and ~n a short time developed a full, prolonged
.
ISSUED 6,000,000 B~BLES_
T
. h~ annual report of the American Bible Society, crow which she used regularly every morning for
Just i~sued, shows that t~e last has been a record- an hour or so before daybreak. When given grain
breakmg year for the society. More than 6,000,000 she called the other hens with the clatter characterV?lm:ies of the Bible ~ere i~su~d. These h~ve been istic of a rooster summoning his harem to eat
d1st~ibuted not only m this country but m many with him.
forei.gn. lands. The society is the largest Bible
P'.lbh.shmg agency in this country. . It alone has
PEAT BOG IN NEW YORK CITY
distributed more than 7,000,000 copies of the Bible
Although most New Yorkers are ignorant of the
to s~ldiers and sailors of the Allies. Tne society
there is a large deposit of good peat within the
fact,
~as Just celebrated its 103d anniversary, and durwhich might be used locally as fuel. This
limits
city
mg the century has published more than 134 000 the world's most accessible peat supbog-probably
000 copies of the Bible in 150 languages. Its' budare several million people within
there
since
ply,
approximately
is
get, including cost of translations,
of it-is known as Juniper .
miles
twenty-five
$1,000,000 annually.
Swamp, and is located in the western part of Long
Island, in the Borough of Queens, between Maspeth
DAINTY SOAP
and Middle Village. The bog covers an area of
for
used
is
soap
fine
a
Turkey
In the harems of
toilet purposes, a soap that is made at Teropoli, near about one hundred acres and the peat bed is from
Jerusalem. It comes in small cakes shaped like ten to fifteen feet thick. The peat is reddish-brown,
fancy biscuits, each stamped with an ornamental pretty thoroughly decomposed a few feet below the
surface, and seems to be of excellent quality. It
'
design.
accessible
This soap contains no animal grease, but is made constitutes 42,000,000 cubic feet of easilyand drying
out
cutting
needs
merely
which
material,
from oil. It is pale greenish gray in color and
usually unscented, though some of the cakes are to provide good fuel for thousands of families, ac' cording to authorities of the Museum of Natural
faintly perfumed with oil of cedar.
History.
Cleanliness is a part of the religion of all MohamThe bog lay unnoticed for nearly three-quarters
medans, who must wash at least three times a day,
a century, until in 1916 contractors building a
of
among
consequently soap is an important object
connection between the New Haven and
freight
them. At Teropoli some of the makers are running
Railroads located their lines across the
Island
Long
small factories that have been in operation for sevhave since completed a cut through
and
it,
of
middle
eral hundred years, and the older of them ornament
way that the bog-water is being
a
such
in
bog
the
their product with a legend in Arabic that gives the
The peat which remains will
off.
drained
rapidly
name of the firm and the date of its foundation.
and will then be in danger of
out,
dry
soon
therefore
Cakes of this soap may occasionally be found in
engine spark and being enan
from
fire
catching
Washington
lower
in
some of the Turkish shops
wasted.
tirely
street, New York, the centre of a neighborhood in
Peat is disintegrated and partially decomposed
which live several thousands of Mohammedan famIt collects in
matter-vegetable-mud.
vegetable
ilies.
and fills up swamps under favorable conditions.
Vast deposits of it are known in temperate and cold
A CROWING HEN
William H. Gates, Professor of Zoology in the climates. It is not found in warm localities, for
Louisiana State University, sends to the Journal of there the decay of vegetable matter is too r-apid.
Heredity an account of a hen that seemed to be The formation 'of peat illustrates the condition unturning into a rooster. She was a white Wyan- der which coal originates. The rate of growth of
dotte, hatched on March 24, 1913, of good stock. She peat bog is often from one .to four inches a year,
proved to be an ~xtra good layer. Twice in the the depth varying from ten to twenty feet.
When dried in the open air peat forms a valuable
season of 1914 and three times in 1915 she went to
domestic fuel, and its value is greatly enhanced by
·
setting.
In all ways she was a nice, ladylike, motherly hen, compression into small blocks or briquettes, whether
never guilty of the slightest impropriety. The alone or in mixture with coal dust. In times and
moult of 1915 came, and the whole character of the countries where the forests could not supply suffihen changed with it. She lost all her feminine cient fuel men have turned to peat to take the place
characteristics and assumed those of the opposite of wood for burning. Its greatest importance
sex. Her comb and wattles grew to th~ size of those seems to have been in the eighteenth century, when
of average fancy stock roosters; both the hackle and the forests of Northern Europe had been to a great
saddle feathers took on the narrow pointed style extent cleared away and the use of coal had not yet
'affected by Wyandotte roosters. She started crow- become gene:ral,

THE
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LIBERTY

BOYS

ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST

OF

'76.
OLD COINS WANTED
$2 to $000 EACH paid tor Hundreds er
Coins dated before 18!J5. Keep ALL oldi
Money. You m.!ly have Coins worth
Large Premium. Send lOc. tor Ne\~
Illustrated Coin Value Book, size oix6.
Get Posted at Once.

$

GREEN BLACKB OARDS
GL~KK COllN 00., 8 - IL Ml Be7, X. 'L
STRAIN EYES
THE TAl:'(TALIZER Ptle;ZLE.
Green "blackboa rds" in 3eatConsists of one hori·
tle schools must go. They cause
zontal and one perpendlc·
vlar piece ot highly-pol·
eyestrain , according to W. J.
lshed metal bent in such
a manner that when as·
Santmyer , member of the city
utterly impossible to get
seems
It
sembleu
school board. "The so-called them apart, but oy following the directions
. This on~ is
accomplished
easily
very
is
it
'blackboa rds' are the wrong a brain twister. Price lOc by
mail, post·
"They
.
directions.
Santmyer
with
paid,
color,'' says
l!IS Lenox An., N. Y.
SllllTH,
FRANK
should be black instead of
green." The combinat ion of a
BLACK-EYE JOKE.
New and amusinu; Joker. The
blackboar d with yellow chalk is
victim is told to hold the tuba
the
to his eye so as to exclude
and
close
best
declared to be the
all light from the back, an<l then
next best is blackboar d with
to remove the tube until pictures
appear in the center In trying
white chalk.
re·
to locate the pictures he will you
ceive the finest black-eye
sm:all
a
furnish
We
,
ever saw.
box ot blackening preparation
with each tube, so the joke can
CE
EVIDEN
THE
DRANK
GIRL USES REVOLV ER
be used in definitely. Those not
1n the trtck wm be cau11:ht every
Prisoners in jail at Hiawatha ,
Officer Hollingsw orth, AtlanAbsolutely- harmless. Price. by mail.
ta ' Ga ., draws the line at having Kan ., on a charge of violating time.
llic each· 2 tor 250.
NoVELTY co.. 1es w. 23a st.. N. Y.
woLFF
drank
law,
dry
bone
Kansas
the
it
if
a gun pokea in his face even
TBICK cuP
is empty and in the hands of a up the evidence against them.
white wo~d turned, with
natural
ot
Made
been
had
liquor
d
pretty girl soliciting customers The confiscate
black. ball fit~
ts; a sround,
two compartmen
placed in ·a cell built for holdfog
Stamps.
for War Savings
; tbe other is a sta
compartment
those
on
.
· ·
·
you makt·e
practice
little
a
By
ball.
tlonary
prisoners
The
persons.
msane
When Miss Helen Fuller, m
trick novel Y
a great
varnish; Price
ball seller.
black
t t 0 th e d OOr 0 f th'lS CeII an d the
th
Id
lOc, postpaid.
h
I
t
t
W
'ld
immense
and
Wen
e
.
e
e,
Y
es S
t rue W 1
.• 163 w. 2sd st.. N. :ir.
policeman up at the point of a fished out quantities of liquor, woLFF NOVELTY co
-----~
----vicious looking revolver and de- afterward burning the bottles in -'--- OHNSON PBIZE·FIGHT
WILLARD-J
d
confiscate
The
stove.
mantled that he buy Savings the prison
PUZZLE.
Four strips of cardboard.
Stamps, the policeman started to liquor ha.d been placed in a suiteach three inches by one
take her to the station, but was case and the prisoners put a rock
and a halt inches, showing
Willard and Johnson In
persuaded to take her to the and a brick in this suitcase to
various absurd postures.
..
into
go
he
should
'l'be solution in the puzzle
Chamber of Commerc e Building fool the sheriff,
ties in so ananglng the
the
Since
it.
"heft"
and
cell
the
released,
was
she
where
instead,
strips that tbey show Wilpicture, the beavynew
complete
theft
the
the.
iu
lard
of
and the edict sent forth that the discovery
wei¥ht champion. Price lOc, by mail, postagainst
placed
been
have
charges
too
little
a
was
directions.
method
gun
paid, with
WOLFF NOVELTY CO,. 168 W. 2Sd St., N. Y.
two of the men.
strong.

NOT ON THE PROGRA M
Spectator s at the Victory Liberty Loan flying circus at Helena, Mont., were treated to a
number not on the program.
While two of the airmen were
performin g a gigantic eagle appeared above them and circled
about, apparentl y puzzled and interested by these invaders of his
The airmen passed
domain.
close to the bird several times
and say it was a monster. It
finally flew back to its nest in tJ:ie
•
main range.

0

~

f:''
AZINCOPY
MAGCEN'TS
STERY THLY.
"Movine Picture !itories'' ''MY
A
10
SEMI-MON
D
PUBLISHE
A Weekly 1\1/agazine Devoted to Photoplays and Pla7en
PRICE SIX CENTS PER COPY

THE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH
aies of Readini. .Magnificent Colored Cover Portraits
of Prominent Performers . Out Every Frida;r.
Best Films on the
Each number contains Five Stories ol the
the Plays-Intei·estlng
Screens-llllegant Half-tone Scenes from
gs ot
Articles About Promment People in the li'ilms-Doln
Actors and Actresses in the Studios and While Picture-makin11:Lessons In Scena tio Writing.
l\lORE FOB YOU:&
THIS LITTLE lllAGA..ZINE GIYES YOU
PUBMONEY 1'HAN ANY OTHER Sll\llLAR
LICATION ON THE HARKET I
ci.n procure; its
Its authors are the very best that money
special anicles are by
profuse Illustrations are exquisit~. and 'itsline.
lh~ greatest experts In their particular
Buy a copy Now from your newsdealer, or send ua 6 cents IA
money or postace stamps, and we will mail you a.ay nvmber
you desire.

32

HARRY E. WOLFF, Pub., 166 W. 23d St., New York City

Handsome Colored Covers--48 Pages of Reading-G reat
Authors-F amous Artists-.l<' ine Presswork
It contains exciting and lllYSterious detective stories, sketches,
novelettes, aerials and a lar11:e amount o!' other intere~tiii:: matter.
Order a copy trom this list.
- LATEST ISSUES N~
No
HEIRESS, by lD.spector J.
26 °THE HINDOO VANISHING
Harri11:an.
CLUE, by Pauline Carrin11:33 TRACKED TO CHINA, ·pY
ton Bouve.
Chief Roger O'Brien.
b
S GUILTY? ' '1 34 A1''TElR
'.l'HE GE R MA N
WA
27 WHO
Poynter.
Beulah
SPIES, by .May Halsey Mll28 THE EVIL EYE, by Charles
35 J~E CLUE IN THE BOX,
Fulton Oursler.
by Alexander Douglas.
29 THE 'l' H I R T E E N T H 36 TRAILED
BY A l!'RE!\Cll
DOOR, by Edith Sesaiona
DETECTIVE, by R. IieJ..
Tupper.
naud.
30 THlll GAME OF D.l!;TEC·
TIVE CAl!EW, by Le11nard 37 A DROP OF INK, by Lieut.
Robert W. Warden.
Jerome.
31 LAW-MAKER AND LAW· 38 THE TEN DOCTORS, by
Allan Arnold Fox.
BREAKER, by B e u l ah
39 THE STAIN ON PAGE 61,
Poynter.
by Charles T. Jordan.
32 THE COUNTE RFEIT
The Famous Detective Story Out To-day in No. 40 is
"THE MASKED MYSTERY ," by Police Sergeant Kelly

l'KAN1' TOUSEY, Publloher,

111

W.

2Sd

St.,

New

York

<lUy.

WIZARD.ll£PE~TING
; ~~-LIQUID PISTOL

f REE

KHAKI
UNIFORM

Boy1, answer at once-fellows,

here'.§ your chance-this wonderful l'efr!latio11 kbak.i uniform - abao·

~~~fatf!:-~~b t>~::!:s:n-:,~~~.~c;:· cap,

:hf:::ia~~~1~~:~~~~A1rf.!r;l.'l~!~::,-;u•:,eb:~
rou Jofa the Jaalor Taake""1••t7 bo7 can eara an
ollcera commiHio11.

Join the JuniorYanks

Now ~o~:~~~~~:...,Le~ ~om~\U;.;

.rua-bacom• a 1untor Yan Ir:. Ari-f.oD ba•• to do 111

~·:n\'t.· ;:~ ~b~ ~:::'.1 :~-::n1-::1~!~r::J~::
1

W• wlll H•4 thata ato•H and tall J'OD bow to rat

t!:.'TisOL~'T\t.V~~-·pa::;~:,~~·~~~~
ba•• all 1our bot frie11U •tnita at tb. aamo t ima.

Junior Y•nka, 507 W. Ohio St., Chlcaco

"°'"' 30 DAYS FREE TRIAL

IOTA LEAD

·

Pin• sad reellur•s by pulllmf? tbe
trtster.-R~leal!lac UaHmtted.

WILL .STOP THE MOST VICIOUS DOO' {OR
MAN} WITHOU1' PERMANENT INJURY.

Boys

Have rr•t tan with the WIZARD PISTOL. For aniping
dogs, cats, hooligans, slaeke111, lazybone8--&lld for having a
lot of fun with JOKES. The Wizard Pistol is harmless, although it
certainly does puzzle and worry the one that is hit. We have seen
one boy frighten away a whole erowd of rough-necks by using one of
the1e Wizard Pistols. Price, poatpaid, 60 cent.8; two for $1.00. Sent
anywhere. Encloee stamps or cuh.

ALBRO SOCIETY,lnc., AF-103, Station F, New York, N. Y.

Tln"t~ici

!MD=
~~~~irl'ftV
eellar. Undel'

moo&h. wtll mable
l/Oll . . fool all 1'0lll'

~.10ets

.....
ARDliE Plll9. Co.
~~

Box L Btomdlm1 C!ono.

Men Back F•om War-.
MenWho Want More Money·
Attention!

GAINED OVER 30 P()UNDS
''I .amoked ci1arette1 eTer 1i1lc• a Doy.
J'rom 1ix to eieht uck1 of tobacco I
weekly,'' atate1 Mr. 8. H. J'erf'1on.
Cigarette• were dotnc me ere• llarm. I
became 10 nen·ou1 that I couldn't 1l11p untll
I 1moked. Each morn!•• I llad aa awful
tute In m7 mouth.
''Several t.!mea Ji \ried to quit '117 will·
power, hut U just 111med that I would •o
wild If I couldn't hn• cisarettH.
''I had almc•t e ivan up hope ef enr quitting until one day I 11nt for a free \look 'b7
Mr. Woods that told me what to do. .Alhr
lear-.ng the way, I quit eaaily In S 41.1'•
I
and ,haven't touched a cisaroth In
canaot
hav& gained over 80 pound1 aa
I HT te
praiae the method too 11.irhly.
every cigarette smoker-if r,ou caa' t quit
without help get t.hi1 book, ' 10 H78 Kr.
l'ergueon, of Orump1 Parle.
Th• forcgoln1 remarko are like tlloH ef
maay other men who have '111111 freed frem.
the 11.abit of 1mokin1 eisareUH, pip• er
ciraro or who havo been clanria• to'llae.. •
'
ClnniDJr 1nu1r exeHtjvelJ',
Get this book. It is free ; po&tpaid o
', you. Cut this out and show others.

•11'

lean.

Write at once to Edward J. Woods,
WC-103, Station F, New York, N. Y.

-VICTORY TOY CANNON
Shoots J!ke a real one. Ablolutel.T barml1u. Bend
15 cent1 In coln1, and cot tho TICTOBT C~NNON,

~0i:f~:_.w ei~i: ~~~f:d;:r.::,.~~·,:t1C1u:·:O~~

m.aU IU7 ••AIJ' 1D Jour lp&re
KREW SUl'l'LY C081'ANY
CH IOAOO, ILL
Dept. A. 1335 N. Clark St.
DEALERS WRITI FOR l'lllCES. 8111 l'BOFIT8.

iD&' JOU how J'011 C&D

Ume.

BECOl\l:& A TATTOOING ARTIST
Earn $100.00 weekly. Prof. Temke's new
book, "The Art ot Tattooille", explains all
about Tattooine Mater1.ala uaed, ml.xillc i.nlr:s,
etc. Postpaid, ISO cents.
Prof. Temke. 1011 'Vine. K, Clnchmatl, Ohio •

. .,. ...a_. . . .

r nVERI! il111"!,trhEasylt1Utlanllf1

&n: ........1..~:i.:.t'1 e1n.........................

•

·--~·a. 0.1fa..,.•f~
....... Oa..llt.aal. ....................

'

BDJ'
ultANQll:R'' bicycle. Writea~once

for our 6ig ca talog and •pecial olfrr•.
Select from•• stylea, colon and sizes
In the • RANGl'.R'' line.
llASY PAYMENTS if desired; at a
1mall advance over our Rea-ular 1''ac·
0

~ l.••

He Quit
Cigarettes

ud tr•l•h t pr•P•ld on

11••Ke,At.• k.l1ln'J .......i,r.i .......... ,oc P08Tl9AI•

YANKEE PUB. CO., TILTON, N. H.

toVo!°!~:!tc~JJic::· buv
aettinr our lciteet

without

prqpoHtions

and

••ctory.. to-fltlder priCes.
Boy•, be a ' ' Rider Ac•nt" and
make bia- money ta k i~ ordera
for bicycles aud aut>pliea. Get our
liberal term.a on a sample to introduce the new 0 RANQ£A".
nrea. equipme-nt, sundries and

,:V~F~••~bW~~:~!~a~~·

MEAD

at
CYCLE COMPANY
Dept L-188 Chic:aco

GE

THI

Pimples·
Vanish!

•.

REDUCE WEIGHT EASILY

If you have pimples which you have tried in vain
to get rid or, I just want you to try something which
Ia cases where
persons have been disfigured by ualy plm pies for years.

ts likely to amaze and deUght you.

No more worry about your onr-stoutne&1. Take Oil of
Korein, follow the simple, health· imP.roving Korein system
and it is positively guaranteed you will lose 10 to 60 pounds
or even more-whatever amount of sur erfluous fat you need
to be rid of-or this self treatment wil cost you nothing. We
offer $100.00 Cash Guarantee I It is in every box.
Measure and weiich )'ouraelf now; watch the delightful
steady reduction. Become healthier, younger in appearance,
more active and attractive; gain real beauty.
This method is also icuaranteed to be perfectly·harmless. Oil
of Korein is not a laxative; contains no thyroid-but is a vegetalized oil containing genuine fucus vesiculo1ua, an ingredient
obtained from certain seaweeds. Those who follow Korein system
are a1tonished at the reduction - after all
1
else fails. Recon~m•nckd by physicians.

t !.~ ;1~~!~ 1its~ltie~1::;gstbin1~~cJ~~s~n i~0~ ~~u~~rror
1

rue to say that U )'OU .e:lve"' me your name and ad~
dress, enclosini; four s~cent fitamps to pay for this

p.otlce and for mailing expense. I will send a proof
treauneut. Also &9 this Indian's . remedy 1s wonderful
foi: curing bolls, send me the address ot any sufferer,

pleaae.

James W. Greely,

306~A,

Portland, Ma ine.

-fIE:L·MET-tHE-KAISER
Send one to rour boy ln camp ;
all the boys will want them.
Anyone aaaJnst the Kaber or
Germany should wear this pin.

Same size as victure.

w""""""""'~a

[111d1Cf:'tem

Handsome

met.al, black letters. Will wea.r
for years. Men a.nd W-Omen wea r
them - cau1es 11.ui[htor wherHBl
seen ..

Pr Ico I 0 C1nta

Lea.m to throw Your Toice into a TnONK.
under the bed, out in the hall or IUlY'Where
Lot.a or FUN fooling tha Teacher, .Tanltor:
Policeman, Par811U!, Net11hbors, or Fr!e.nd1.

· A prominent Philadelphian, George ReynoWs, Watton Avenue, Jost 20 lbs. the first month and continued using Oil of
Korein, massaging himself daily, until he reduced 64 lbs.
Mrs. J. B. Hanse~ Plattsville, reduced 20 lbs. in less than 2
months. Mrs. L. v. Patrick, Niland, wanted to reduce 8 lbs.
and did 110 in two wee~. Mills Ray lost 69 lbs. An Albany
business man, F. G. Drew, lost 56 lbs. in 3 months. Many
say "fat seems to melt away;'' or "measurements decrease
like magic," etc. Legions of voluntary testimonials.
Don't carry the tedious burden of unhealthy fat. Become
slender and attractive by this superior easy method. Amaze
yourself and friends. Increase your efficiency!
Oil of Korein comes in capsules, easy to take. Buy a small
box at any busy pharmacy; or the druggist will get it for you.
Or, write us and we will mail you . a box in plain wrapper,
which you may pay for when it comes to you.
Begin reducing now I Become thin and stay BO !

II

THE VENTRILO

&

little Instrument that tlta into the mouth out
BOYS or GIRLS can uso it. .NEVER

at 1tght.

.~J.~. l°E~~ifilo ro'~k1 ~~ ~:~l:,11oqu11ra

..nt

to the Kaiser
Everyone who ren.da th11 book Is wild
D't!er H.
ContaiUJ the following:The Kl.i.ser•a Dream, A Letter from
the Devil to the Kaiser, K;alser's
Prayer, How Sa.tan Resisns to the
King ot Del'ils, The Kaiser, etc.
'Iany other r:tories, jokes, eto., a.bout
tne German Emperor. Book IC.ailed

New Book "Reduce Weicht HapJ>ily.'' cives helpful informa·
tion. Will be mailed free on request. Cut this advertisement
out and keep It. Show fa,C fri•nda. Do not loae thi1 ebo11aee ef
a IUetlme to improve youraelf marveloualy. Address:

I0 cen!i, Post.au 2 cents extra.

Sta. F., :New York

Personal To Rheumatics

l want a letter from every man and woman In America aftlicted with
Bbeumatistn, l..iumbaco or Neuralgia. ~iTlni: me t.belr name and address,
so I can send each one ,,.,•• A On• Oollar /!lottl• of my Rheumatic
\. Remedy. I w"nt to convince eTecy Rheumatic eutrerer at my enense tba.t
, :\ ' my Rheumatic Remedy does what thousands of •P.·called remooles have
\

~

~

c&ll

Price
10 C ent s
JIJURE, BOYS, 11
just what you wan~

se:Vi{t~t"sb in~~m:,1t

SKULL RI NG

'~~~d {t' d,,~~~'¥lla~h.;;!coW:'a';~ 1; w~~~~,!'ry ~~c!~!':tc'~~:e'::~ ~

Here ii a handsome, .up-to·date

Rina', representing a Skull and
Cro~s·bones.
Has stones in the
Jyes and Jooks somethin&' frl&'hl·
Cul. 'Vomeu won't like it1 but
for men. or boys i t is a neat

knowic£ndbesureoflt. before eivinir me a pennyprollt. You cannot

coaJJt Bbeumatism ant through tbe feet or skin with J>lasters or cunning
it out with Uni.men ts. electricity
. orma.enet!sm. You ca.nnot lmaclne 1t ou.twith mental science. You
Muat Orlv• It Out. It Is In the blood and you must Go Aftor It and
Get It. This ls just what Kuhn's Rheum&tlo Remedy does and that's
why It cures Rheumatism. Rheumatism Is Urlo Acid and .Urio Acid and Kuhn's Rheumatic
Remedy cannot live to11;ether 1n the same blood. Th• lllh•um•tlsm h•• to 60 and It:
60· )/.7 Remedy cur~• the sl!e.rp, shoot!nr ll&lns, the dull, acbinir muscles. the hot, tbrobblni.
sw'!lleil limbs, and cramDed, stiffened, uselesa joints, and f/:ur•• them .,ulfl:hly.

~~ meta.I contrivances. You cannot

t••••

novelty.

mall, 160.

This is STAGE MONEY

I CAN PROVE IT ALL TO YOU

STUFF. Somo Green backs &nd
some Yellow backs. Create &
BIG sensLtion amon.; y o u r
friends. The alrl1 will &11 be
after you when they B8e the wa.d..
BIG roll o! l~ ptooes b7 m&il.
10 cents.

....

form ot Rheumatism you han or how lonryou have had It. ~G~
I don't care what other remedies you have u1ed. It you
b&ve not used mine 7ou don't know what a r••I Rheuma.tlo
.•
Remedy will do. R••ll •tr•r b•low •nd writ• t•ll•Y·
'
•

1

by

T,ooks Jlke the Gl!lNUI Nll

f!o~:..:11t!~~e;,ruea43;J-..r1b:m:~~ ~u~;:.::: :fh•:loU:.:~;~~~~7 tJ:.r:.:~~:.,s~gi~

~-

Samplt,

Gee! What a Wad!

tfo••

·1

::1 ~t:;

boLes 1n your fingers. Think of the fun you
h"ve wl.111 itl Sample, by wa.U, TEN CENTS.

A FUl.,L·SIZED $1.00 BOTTLE FREE!

Boys Own Toy Maker

We want you to try Kuhn's Rheumatic Remedy, to learn tor yourself that Rheumatism c,.n be
cured &nd we want no proftton the trial. A fa,!r test ls all we a,sk. If you find it ls curtnir your
Rheumatism or Neuraljrla, order mora to complete your cure &nd thUS ei'fe us a ll?Oflt. If it does
not help you. that ends It. We do not send a small SllJllPIO 'fl,.l, contalnlni' only e. thimbleful and
ot no practical value, but• full·•l1t•ll bot:tlo, sellln&' rell'Uh.r!y e.t druii-stores for On~ Dollar
f!aclll. - This bottle is h~a'f7 and we must pay Uncle Sam to carry It to your door. You must
sond ua 2• o•nt:s to pay posta110, m&ilini: case and P""'klnl" and this full-•lzed $1.00 Bottle
will be promptly sent to you free. with ever,ythlnll' prepaid. There wlll be net:hl1t6 to pay
qn roceipt or l&ter. Don't wait untU your Ho11rt·V•lt1os are lnlurcd by Rheuruat!c Poison, but
send today and 11et a Dollar Bottle free. Only one bottle frea to a family and only to those who

and Nin8 Other .Books for l Oc

send the 20 conts for char•••·

Adllr.1111• ua •• 'ollow•:

KUHN REMEDY CO., Dept. D, 1855 Milwaukee Ave., CHICAGO.
B.11£ "1118 fiffl. UDfEI FREE

-

Tells how to make & Telephont,
M•ilo Lantern, Kites, S.UJ Bo&t.
Stilts, mectrto Tele11taJ>h, Pop Gun,
Red Flre, Galvanic li&ttery &lld many

~fl:: ~~:."iii>s~~k~8J1.:d1%. ~~~

ENCHANTED BARREL
The Moat Wonderful Pocket Trick M ada

CHANGE A CENT INTO A DIME
J.E: ywr !rlend to drop a dime In the barrel.
When he ta.luls It out, Behold I It is a CENT.

You make 9 cents ere.ry time

JOU

fool them.

~:~~1:~!~ol ~b:.Iu~·~~~u~~~. °:~ .1.t:

10c

Any three of the abooe articles for ZSa
or any &ii for 50c

Royal Novelty Co. sou1-f.~ ~~i\~~~~NN
I

BE WELL AND KEEP WELL

The ROCHE

Electric Hygienic.Machine

I

INDIGESTION

'QUICK HAIR CROWTH !
Box Free To You!

I

AcidmStomach

BvoryHorno
It lncrH1.. .,....

\

:~,o~l:~losn,;:~~
•enas. &rtnfs ....,

(.
want, free, a trial box of K -

Would l"ou LIJ:e Such a &mlt aa Thi3?

le Uae slMpt . . .

Do J'••

Th~VleonuaM-er

kott, th&t ha• prned noceaatul to. 10 man.y
CIUH? It10 1/ou need only to an1wer tbil &dT.
'-1 podaar or lettn, a1tla1 for FREE BOX.
Tbb 1'1:4011.1 preparation la for d.udrntr, tbln·

Wemanle Leader
ol All
You can.not realise the he..e..
ft.hi ckrlTed from this ma.chine
IC'npt you trf It. One treat•
meot will conyJoce you ol I..

I

~A L;mss~ ~~::~~=.~: FREE .

12

1

;~~:~~~:ir.r!~~~~~~-ly1~.

1

a 12ew halr 1rowLh bu bet'o. reperted when
all elao bad falled. So wby not •ee for
youreelrt K.oatott ta used by men and
wo.,.en I U fl perfectly barmlH1 and artcn
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Sore Lep a.t Home.,. Describe your -c&1e.
"· C. LIEPE, 1457 Green Bay Avenue, Miiwaukee. Wis.
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MlllloDs of people- In fact about 9 out of
10-sut!er more or leu from Indigestion,
acute orehror:ilc. Nearly overy cnsc la caused.
by Acid-Stomach.
There arc cltber stomach disorders which
also are sure sigqa ol Acid-Stomach-belch ·
lug, heartburn, bloat after •!!ting, food repeating, •our, gassy stomach. '!'here are many
aliments which, while they do not cause much
distress in the stomach Itself, arc, nevertbe·
lees, traceab.le to s.n acid •tor.:iach. Among
theee are nervousness, bllioueneBI!, cirrhosis
of the liver, rheumatism, impoverished blo od,
we~lmesa, Insomnia, melancholla and a Jong
train of physical and mental miseries that
keep the victims ln miserable health :rear
alter year.
The rigbt thlntr to do is to attack the&a
aliments nt their source-Bet rid of the acid·
ato01"ch. A wonderlul modern remedy called
EATON IO now makes It ea8y to do thie.
One of hundreds of thousands of grateful
users of KA'l'ONIO writes: "I ha~e been
troubled wltb intestinal Indigestion for about
nine years and have spent quite a sum !or
medicine, but without relief. Alter using
EATONIO for a few days the gas and pains
In my bowels disappeared. EATON IO is just
the remedy I needed."
We hn.e thousands of letter& te111ng ol these
marvelous benefit.a. Try EATQNIO and YO\J,
too, will be just as ~ntbu•iastlc lo Its praise.
Your druggist h as EATON IC. Get a big OOo
box from him today. He will refund your
money If you are not eatlslle<1.
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whenyoo begin takingTobaccoRedee
Don't try to quit the tobacco habit un·
aided. It'1a!oeingflirhtagain ethcavyodd1
r.nd meaoa a seriou~ shock to the nervou1
1ystem. Let the tobacco habit quit YOU. ,
It will 11uit you, if you will just take
Tobacco Redeeme~, acoording to direc•
tiona for two or three days. It ia a moat
mal'Velously quick.and thoroughly reliable
remedy for the tobacco habit.

I
Not a Substitu te II
I

Tobacco Redeemer contr.inB' no habitforming drnga of any kind. It la In no aen1e
a •ubstitute for tobr.cco, After finishing
the treatmentyeu¥aver.n 1olutely no desire
to upe tobacco llln'ID <>r to continue the use
of the remedy. Xt makes not a particle of
dil!erence how long you have been uein&'
tobacco, bow much you use or in what form ·
you nae it-whether you m:noke eigar1,
ciirar~tte•tpfpe. chew pluir or tine cut er
uae anull', ebaccoRedeemerwill p0aitiYoly banish every trace <>f deaire in frem 48
to 'l2 hours. - This we absolu~ paraDtee
•
Jn every c1111e or money refunded.
Write today tor our free booklet showing
tbeder.dlyell'ect<>f tobacco upon the human
•Ystem and l"'•ltive proof that Tobacco
Redeemerwillquickl :rfreeyouofthehab!C .
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-LATEST ISSUES-

955 The Llbe?ty Boys Holding Qulntan's Bridge; or, Repulsing

944 The Liberty Boys on Long Island; or, Repulsing the Whaleboat Halders.
945 Thi• Li rty Boys' Secret Enemy; or, Exposing the Gun Powder Plot.
946 The Liberty Boys on the Firing Line; or, Chasing the Royal
Gr,.ens.
947 The J ,lherty Boys and Sergeant Jasper: or, the Engagement
nt Charleston Harbor.
' Q48 The Liherty Boys Wltlh Mercer's Rltlemen; or, H o lding the
Tlerlc·oats at Bay.
940 Tl> e LihPrty Boys After Logan; or, The Raid of the Mingo
Tnd la ns.
!l:iO T h o J,lherty Boys on Spe,ctal Duty; or, Out with Marlon's

956 Th e Liberty Boys and Barren .~l; or. Fighting with La-

Rangers and Regulars.

fayette.
957 The Liberty Boys Under Fire; or, The "Rebel" Girl of
Carolina.
958 The Liberty Boys' Hard T imes; or, The Massacre of Buford's
Command.
959 The Liberty Boys and the Mad Provost; or. Caught In the
Reign ot Terror .
960 ThP Liberty Roy's Crack Shots; or, The Capture of Phlladelpbla.
fl61. The Liberty Boys' Gun Squad i' or. Hot Work on the Hills.
062. The Liberty Boys' War Trail; or, Hunting Down the Redskin s.
~w:1mp Fo.,.'"{es.
963. The Liberty Boys and Captain Talbot; or, The Fire Brig ot
f,iherty Boys and the French Spy; or, The Battle of
9:Jl T1'
the Hudson.
H~hldrk's Hlll.
064 Th e Liberty Boys in Wlnter Quarters; or, Sklrmlsblng in the
Lil t,, rtv Bovs at Reedy Fork; or, K eeping the British
D!i2 Tl
Snow.
J'uzzlP<l. .
965 The Liberty Boys and the Terror; or, The Masked Spy of
953 Th n Lihnt:v Doys and "Captain J ack;" or, Learning the
Harlem Heights.
Eo ~ my's Plnns.
966 Tb e Liberty Boys on the Rapid Anna; or, The Fight at
954 Th e Liherty Boys at Ba~klng Ridge; or, The Loss of General
Raccoon Ford.
Lee.
by
Fnr •n le hy all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on receipt of price, 6 cents per copy, lo money or postage stamps,
0

1 "'

168 West 23d St:, New York.

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS

of tl,~ s e weeklies anc1 cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from the publishers direct. Write out
and fill in your Orde r and send it with the price of the weeklies you want, and the weekli<'s will be sent to you by return
mail. POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY.
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OUR . TEN- CENT

HAND BOOK S

No. GO. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.-Contai nlog useful Information
regardin g tbe Camera and how to work it;
also bow to mnke Photographic Magic Lanter n Slides and other Transparencies. Hand somely illustrated.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST
POINT l\IILITARY CADET.-Explains bow
to gain admittance, course ot Study, Examinations._ Duties! Stalf ot Olflcers, Post Guard,
Police i~egulat ons, Fire Department, and all
a boy should, know to be a cadet. By Lu
Senarens.
No. 83. HOW TO BECOME A NATAL
CADET .- ·Complete instructions ot b ow to
gain admission to the Annapolis Naval .Academy, Also containing the course ot instructlon, d escription ot grounds nod buildings,
historical sketch, and everything a boy
should know to become an otl'.lcer In the
United States Navy. By Lu Senarens.
No. 6.f. HOW TO J\lAKE ELECTRICAL
JllACHINES.-Cout alning full directions tor
making electrical machines, Ind uction coils.
dynamos, and many novel toys to he worked
by electricity. By R. A • .R. Bennet. Fully
illustrated.
No. 65. J\IULDOON'S JOKES.- Tbe most
original joke book ever published, and It ls
brimful of wit and humor. It contains a
large collection of songs, jokes, conundrum s,
etc., of Terrence Muldoon. the great wit, :iiumorist, and practical joker ot the day.
No, 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Contalning over three hundred interes ting puzzles and conundrums, with key to same. A
complete book. Fully illustrated.
HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL
No. 67.
TRICKS.-Contain ing a large collection of
instructive and highly amusing electrical I
tricks, t ogether with illustrations. By A.
Anderson.
HOW TO DO CHEllfiCAL
No. 68.
TRJ:CKS.-Contaln lng over one hundred
bigbly am using and Instructive tricks with
chemica ls. By A . .Anderson. Handsomely
lllustrated.
to.
HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-OFJlo"o. 69.
Ne. H. ROW TO KEEP AND MANAGE
PET!!.-Glvlng complete Information a• to 1 HAND.-Conta!nin g over fifty of the latest
used by magicians. Also
tricks
best
and
keeping,
raising,
of
tile manner and method
· laming, breeding, and · managing all kinds c·ontainlng the secret ot second sight. Fully
ot pets; also glving full Instructions tor lllustrated.
Fully explained by
making cages, etc.
No. 70. HOW TO JIIAKE lllAGIC TOYS.twenty-eight !llustrattons.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAlllPS Containing full directions for making Magic
A.ND COINS..-Contall)lng valuable Informa- To;vs and devices of many kinds. Fully 11tlon rf"gn rdlng the c&llectlng and arranging Justrated.
No. 71. HOW TO DO JllECHANICAL
ot st11mps and coins. Handsomely IllusTRICKS.-Contain lng complete lllustratlons
•rate~.
No. 56. HOW TO BECOME AN EN- tot performing over sixty Mechanical Tricks.
GINEEil .- Con!alnin&' full instructions bow Fully lllustrated.
No. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS
to become a locomotl.-e engineer; also dlrectlons tor h11 llding a model locomotive; to- WITH CARDS.-Embracl ng all of the latest
getber ....ith a tul} deaerlptlon ot everything and most deceptive card tricks, with lllustratlons.
an engineer sbould kno'fV.
For sale by all newsdealeu. or will be nnt to any address on receipt of price, 10c. per cop:r,

lfo. 46. HOW .TO lllAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY-- .A description ot tbe wuuJerful
n•es ot electricity and electro magnetl•m : togetber with full instructions for making
Electric Toys, Batteries, etc. By George
Trebel, .A.M., M.D. Containing over fifty 11lustraMona.
No. 47. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND
DRIVE A HOBSE.-A complete treatise on
tbe horse. Describing the most useful horses
tor business, the beat horses tor the road;
nlflO v~luable reclpea tor diseases peculiar to
the horse.
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND 8AlL
CANOES. -A bandy book tor boys, containIng full directions tor constructing canoes
nnd the most popular manner or sailing
Fully illustrated.
t ~1em .
No. 49. HO\V TO DEBATE .-Glvln ~ rules
f:>r conducting debates. outlines tor debates,
for discussion, and the best
'I ue"tions
• C)ll rces for procuring Information on the
<i uesti•rn given.
No. 50. now TO STUFF BIRDS AND
AXDl.\f.S.- A va19able book, giving lnstructlon• in collediu!f, preparing, mounting and
preserYing birds, animals and Insects.
No. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH
C'ARDS.- Cont.ltlning explanations of the
general principles of sleight-of-band appll <·ahle to card tricks; ot card trlcks with
ordinary cards. and not requiring sleightof-hnnd; ot tricks Involving sleigh t-of-ha nd,
or the use of specially prepared cards. A~
lustrated.
No. 5Z. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.- Glvtng
playing
tor
directions
the ru,Jes an d full
Forty-Five,
Caeino,
C'ribhage.
Euchre,
Ro11nce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction
Pitch, All Foui-s, ana many other popular
&'ames ot cards.
No. 58. HOW TO WKITE LETTERS.-A
wonderful little book, telllng you bow to
write t.o your sweetheart, your father, moth er, sl11ter, brother, employer; and, In fact,
el'erybQdy and anybody you wish to write

i'KANK TOUSEY, PablWler,.
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No. 7S. HOW TO DO TRICKS WIT!I
NUMBERS.- Sbowing many curious tricks
with figures and the magic ot numbers. By
.A. Anderson. Fully Illustrated.
No_ 74. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS
CORRECTLY.-Co ntaining full Instructions
tor writing letters on almost any subject;
also rules for punctuation and composition,
wllh specimen letters.
No. 75. HOW TO BECOME A COXJUREB.
-Containing tricks with Dominoes, Dico
Embracing
Cups and Balls,• Hats, etc.
thirty-six lllustratlons. By A. Anderson.
No. 76. HOW TO TET,L FORTU::-!ES BY
THE IIAND.-Conlainln g rules tor telling
for tunes by the aid of Jines ot the band, or
the secret ot palmistry. Also the secret ot
t elling f11tnre e"enls by aid of moles, marks,
scars, etc. Illu strated.
No. 77. now TO DO FORTY TRICKS
WITH CARDS.-Containi ng deceptl.ve Card
Tricks as perform ed by leading conjurera
and magicians. Arranged for home amusament. Folly lllustrated.
No. 78. HOW TO DO THE BLACK ART.
-Containing a complete clescrl ptlon of the
mysteries of Magic nod Sleight-of-band, together with many wonderful experiments.
Illustr11ted.
By A. Anderson.
No. 79. now TO BECOl\IE AN ACTOR.
-Containing complete instructions bow to
make up tor various characters on the stage;
together with the duties of tbe Stal!"e ::\fannger, Prompter, Scenic Artist and Property
Jlfan.
No. 80. GUS WILLIAllfS' JOK.E BOOK.Containing the latest jokes. anecd otes and
funny stories of this world-renowned German comedian. Sixty-tour pages; bandsom"
colored cover, containing a half-tone photo
of the author.
No. 81. ·HOW TO l\IESMERIZE.-Co ntainlng the most approved meth"d ot mesmerism; animal magnetism, or, magnetic healing. By Prof. Leo Hugo Koch. A.C.S., author of "How to Hypnotize," etc.
No. 82. HOW TO DO PALJllISTRY.-Co ntalning the most aprroved methods of reading the Jinc-s on tbb hand, together with a
full explanation ot their meaning. Also explaining phrenology, and the key of telling
characters hy the bumps o n the bead. By
Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S. Fully Illustrated .
No. 83. HOW TO HYrNOTIZE.-Co ntalnlng valuable and in structive Information regarding the science of hypnotism. Also explaining the most approved m eth ods which
are employed by tbe leading hypnotists of
the world. By LE'o Hugo K och, A.C.S .
No. M_ HOW TO BECOME AX AUTHOR.
-Con talnlng information regarding choice
of subjects, the use ot word~ 1d the manner ot preparing nnd subm1ttlpg manuscrlpts. Also contalnl ng valuable information as to the neatn es s. lerlblllty and gen-/
eral composition o! manuscripts.
or 3 tor :lflc., in money or postage l!l.unps, b1'

168 W eat 23d St. Ji. X.

